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B-17G-5-VE, “Lady Satan” 42-39917
Lost on February 24, 1944
Mission: 7 July 1943 -Target Leipzig- We were Flying "Lady Satan" this day. Fighters attack the
group west of Berlin. Flak was intense over target. We were hit several times over target. Part of
the hydraulic system was lost. Oxygen was lost. Some cables mess up. Pilot Lt. John Duckworth
lost auto pilot over target. He had to fly with a walk around oxygen bottle in his lap the rest of the
mission. Over 270 holes were counted in Lady Satan on our return to Deopham Green at 1259
Hours. On return to Deopham Green when everyone was checking for damage to plane and to
each other. John Dragoo, Engineer-Top Turret gunner was telling that he thought that he had lost
his leg when the oxygen bottles were hit. He said that he kept kicking his foot with his other foot
because he couldn't feel his leg. It was frozen from the oxygen coming out of the shot up bottles
on to his leg. Pat (Tail gunner) was grinning at him when he was telling the story. John wanted to
know what was funny. Pat said, “John what did you think you were kicking?” We could laugh
about it then, at the time it wasn't too funny.

In memory of all those who died in the B-17s of World War II
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Nomenclature

CG

- Center of Gravity

cw

- average c of the wing (ft)

FOM

- Figure Of Merit

df

- diameter of a circle of area Sf (ft)

MEW - Manufacturers Empty Weight

dp

- propeller diameter (ft)

MFHR - Manufacturing Man Hours

D

- drag force (lbf)

MUM - Maximum Utilization Mission

E

- Young’s Modulus (lbf/ft2)

RAC

- Rated Aircraft Cost

e

- Oswald efficiency factor

REP

- Rated Engine Power

es

- span efficiency factor

RSM

- Re-Supply Mission

Fr

- rolling friction (lbf)

SRM

- Sensor Reposition Mission

Gr

- gear ratio

TFM

- Total Figure of Merit, Eq. (3.1.1), pg 7

g

- acceleration due to gravity (ft/s2)

bw

- wingspan (ft)

H

- altitude (ft)

C

- battery capacity (Amp-hrs)

i

- current (Amps)

CD

- drag coefficient

I

- section moment of inertia (ft4)

CDa

- total CD, not including the main wing

J

- propeller advance ratio

CDi

- induced drag coefficient

K

- integration constant

CDo

- constant component of CDp

KL, Km - aeroelasticity coefficient

CDo,L

- change in parasitic drag with CL

Kv

- motor voltage constant (rpm/Volt)

CDp

- parasitic drag coefficient

k

- span efficiency correlation factor

CL

- lift coefficient

lf

- distance of fuselage aerodynamic

CLd

- design lift coefficient

CL,α

- lift slope

CLh,α

- lift slope of the horizontal stabilizer

CLv,α

- lift slope of the vertical stabilizer

lnp

- distance of neutral point aft of CG (ft)

CLw,α
~
C L ,α

- lift slope of the wing

lp

- distance of propeller aft of CG (ft)

- section lift slope

lv

- distance of the vertical stabilizer

Cm

- pitching moment coefficient

Cm,α

- change in the Cm with respect to α

Cm,δe

- change in the Cm with respect to δelevator

Cmh,δe

- change in the Cm of the horizontal
stabilizer with respect to δelevator

CNp,α

- change in the propeller normal force
coefficient with respect to α

center aft of the CG (ft)

lh

- distance of horizontal stabilizer
aerodynamic center aft of CG (ft)

aerodynamic center aft of CG (ft)

lw

- distance of wing aerodynamic center
aft of the CG (ft)

N

- motor shaft speed (rpm)

n

- load factor

npll

- positive load limit

nrib

- number of wing ribs

Cn

- yawing moment coefficient

P

- power (Watts)

Cn,β

- change in Cn with respect to β

p

- rolling rate (1/s)

Cn,δr

- change in Cn with respect to δrudder

p

- dimensionless rolling rate

c

- chord length (ft)

R

- resistance (Ohms)

cf

- flap chord length (ft)

RA

- aspect ratio

ch

- average c of horizontal stabilizer (ft)

ReL

- Reynolds number based on length

1

S
Sf
Sh
Sv

- rigid body elevator effectiveness

εd,α
εs,β
η
ηh
ηv
θ
κb
κD
κDL
κDΩ
κL
κp
κv
κβ
ρ
τ
Ω
ω(z)
ωd
ωn

- flap efficiency

ζ

- component characteristic area (ft2)
2

- maximum fuselage area (ft )
2

- horizontal stabilizer planform area (ft )
2

- vertical stabilizer planform area (ft )
2

Sw

- wing planform area (ft )

s

- distance (ft)

T

- thrust (lbf)

Tq

- torque (lbf-ft)

t

- time (s)

V

- airspeed (ft/s)

VE

- voltage (Volts)

W

- component weight (lbf)

Z

- component thickness (ft)

z

- spanwise coordinate (ft)

α
αLO
β
γ
δ
εe
εf

- angle of attack
- zero-lift angle of attack
- sideslip angle
- climb angle
- control surface deflection

- downwash gradient
- sidewash gradient
- efficiency
- horizontal stabilizer efficiency
- vertical stabilizer efficiency
- angle of turn
- vortex span factor
- induced drag factor

- lift-washout contribution to CDi
- washout contribution to CDi
- lift slope factor
- tail position factor
- vortex strength factor
- tail sidewash factor
- density (slugs/ft3)
- throttle setting
- maximum total washout
- local washout distribution
- damped ωn
- natural frequency of oscillation
- damping ratio

1. Executive Summary
The aircraft designed for the 2004–2005 Design/Build/Fly (DBF) competition is required to complete
two of three missions: the Sensor Reposition Mission (SRM), Maximum Utilization Mission (MUM), and
Re-Supply Mission (RSM). The aircraft design was optimized to result in the highest combined score.
1.1. Overview of Conceptual Design
The goals of conceptual design were to eliminate aircraft configurations that were unsuitable for the
competition and to determine which two competition missions had the highest scoring potential. To avoid
elimination of a potentially optimal configuration, very thorough and detailed analyses were performed.
The first goal was achieved by using decision matrices in trade studies to evaluate several different
aircraft configurations, including aircraft type, tail type, and wing location. The aircraft-type trade study
indicated that a conventional aircraft with a forward-mounted wing and an aft stabilizer was the best
design choice for the competition because of good handling characteristics and low Rated Aircraft Cost
(RAC). From the tail-type trade study it was concluded that because of the tradeoff between efficiency
and RAC, both the conventional tail and V-tail merited further consideration and analysis. Both low- and
high-wing mounting locations were kept as possibilities from the wing-location trade study.
To compare the scoring potential of each mission, a computer program was written to estimate the
Total Figure of Merit (TFM) for a given aircraft. The flight score and RAC were necessary for calculating
the TFM. The flight score was estimated by simulating flight along the prescribed course for each
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mission, with aircraft performance based on weight and drag estimates and mathematical models
developed from the fundamental principles of flight mechanics. Because weight is a major contributor to

RAC, manufacturers’ data and experimental correlations were used to estimate the weight of a given
aircraft.

This weight was used along with the aircraft configuration models to estimate RAC.

The

conventional aircraft and tail configurations were used as a base model for the program. Over 200 million
aircraft were modeled by varying several of the base model parameters. Some of these parameters
included wing area, wingspan, battery weight and cell type, number and type of motors, landing gear
configuration, and control surface configuration.
From the 200 million aircraft analyzed, the program results indicated that the SRM and RSM have
the highest scoring potential. Therefore, they were selected for further consideration. This conclusion
was supported by the fact that the SRM and RSM have similar objectives, i.e., completing all sorties
while minimizing mission time. The MUM, on the other hand, is an endurance mission with the score
determined by the number of laps completed in a relatively long period of time.
The design space was further narrowed by restricting the design to single-motor configurations
because they consistently scored higher than multiple-motor configurations. Observed trends indicated
that the highest scoring aircraft had relatively low RAC. These trends were then used to focus the search
for the optimal design on small, simple aircraft with low RAC in the subsequent design phases.
1.2. Overview of Preliminary Design
The goal of the preliminary design phase was to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the simulation
program and find the optimal aircraft design. A prototype of this aircraft was built and tested to verify
aircraft performance and weight, identify manufacturing problems, and gather flight data for detail design.
Various modifications and additions were made to improve the accuracy of the simulation program,
as well as its capability to analyze more configurations. Subroutines were added to analyze various wing
planform shapes and tail configurations and to determine the point at which the motor could be cut off to
allow the aircraft to glide in for landing. Wing testing was performed to refine the wing weight correlation.
The aircraft weight estimate was also enhanced by adding a more detailed stability analysis.

The

propulsion system computations were improved by modeling voltage variation with battery discharge.
The possibility of using variable and/or fixed aerodynamic washout to increase performance was also
investigated.

The efficiency and resolution of the optimization program were greatly enhanced by

replacing the grid search with a genetic algorithm.
The optimum aircraft design predicted by the genetic algorithm program had a rectangular wing, a
V-tail, ailerons, fixed landing gear, and a 3-g load factor. The aircraft had a wingspan of 7.6 ft, wing area
of 4.9 ft2, and total aircraft length of 3.4 ft. This aircraft was predicted to have an empty weight of 9.9 lbf
and a RAC of $8,300.

This preliminary design analysis confirmed that low RAC, rather than high

performance, was the driving factor in finding the optimum aircraft.

Therefore, further analysis was

conducted to determine the feasibility of eliminating ailerons from the design in order to lower the RAC.
Main-wing dihedral was used to give the desired rolling characteristics in turning flight for both V-tail and
inverted V-tail configurations. The prototype was built with the ability to be controlled either with or
without ailerons to allow comparison of the two control techniques.
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1.3. Overview of Detail Design
The goals for detail design were to implement lessons learned from prototype testing and to finalize
the design. Alterations included selection of the optimum airfoil, a more appropriate propulsion system,
and a conventional empennage configuration. Results of testing and analysis produced a more accurate
propulsion analysis, a modified goal for yaw stability, and reduced wing weight through the use of finite
element analysis. The genetic algorithm was again run to optimize the final aircraft specifications.
To optimize the wing-section airfoil, a database of 246 airfoils was compiled to compare performance
including viscous effects. An equation describing the change in score as a function of airfoil parameters
was developed to select the optimum airfoil, which was the Eppler 748.
Prototype testing revealed the need to increase the yaw stiffness coefficient from 0.06 to 0.12. The
additional yaw stability was achieved by adding a vertical stabilizer, which negated the RAC advantage of
the V-tail.

A conventional tail with horizontal-surface anhedral was chosen for added yaw stability.

Additionally, a dynamic stability analysis was performed to ensure good handling qualities in flight.
Wing weight was reduced by using a finite-element analysis to more accurately size the wing spar,
accounting for the strength of the wing sheeting. The balsa-Monokote sheeting was found to carry
approximately 30% of the wing load. A complete solid model of the aircraft was created to assist in
fabrication and visualize spatial constraints. Weight and center of gravity predictions were also obtained.
The final aircraft had a conventional tail, fixed landing gear, wingspan of 7.4 ft, wing area of 5.8 ft2,
and total length of 3.8 ft. This aircraft was predicted to have an empty weight of 9.0 lbf and a RAC of
$8,561. For the propulsion system, a Kontronik FUN 600-25 motor with a 4.2 gear ratio was selected for
use with 17 GP2000 cells.

The propeller pitch and diameter were modified to balance takeoff

performance with flight speed. Propellers similar to those chosen by the genetic algorithm were selected
to produce the highest in-flight airspeed and still allow the aircraft to take off in the requisite distance. A
16 ×10 propeller was chosen for the SRM and a 16 ×11 was chosen for the RSM.
2. Management Summary
The 2004−2005 Utah State University DBF team consists of 34 members; 18 senior Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering students, 4 Electrical Engineering students, and 12 underclassmen volunteers.
With a group this large it was essential to organize an effective management structure and develop a task
schedule to ensure adequate progress on all design tasks.
2.1. Team Structure and Scheduling
Before beginning design work, the members of the team were divided into sub-groups. Leaders were
appointed to these groups to improve organization and communication. The organization is detailed in
Table 2.1.1. The aeronautics division was responsible for the analysis and design of the propulsion and
control systems, as well as aerodynamic optimization.

The structures division was responsible for

implementation of the analysis performed by the aeronautics division, developing the aircraft weight
models, performing structural analyses, and producing a drawing package. The electrical division was
responsible for the design and construction of a suite of sensors that would transmit flight data in real time
to a ground station. In addition to the team leaders, officers were selected to be in charge of various
administrative tasks. These included treasury, parts procurement, travel logistics, and fundraising.
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Project Manager: Weston Nelson
Treasury: Chad King
Fundraising: Andrew Hansen
Procurement: Dallan Porter
Logistics: Sarah Warrick
Aeronautics Division, Lead: Brian Hansen
Aerodynamics Group
Flight Mechanics Group
Propulsion Group
Lead: Chad King
Lead: Andrew Hansen
Lead: Dallan Porter
Ben Call, Roger Chu, Jennifer
Ben Call, Jesse Warrick,
Ben Andersen, Trent Montano,
Schicker, Sarah Warrick
Sarah Warrick, Joel Ellsworth
Weston Nelson
Structures Division, Lead: Timothy Dennis
Electrical Division, Lead: Todd Manning
Nathan Erickson, Randal Holman,
Jeremy Gneiting, Bryce Messersmith,
Brandon Rowser, Jeff Williams
Jeremy Rawlings
Table 2.1.1. Team organizational chart.
After organizing the team, a schedule including all major tasks and milestones was completed. The
major milestone schedule and a detailed task breakdown are shown in Table 2.1.2 and Fig. 2.1.1. The
detailed task breakdown shows the level of involvement of each group on various tasks. A rating of 5
indicates a high level of participation and a rating of 0 indicates no participation for the given task.

Conceptual Design
Configuration Studies
Weight Estimates
Pitch Stability
Drag Estimates
Maneuvers Modeling
Propulsion System Modeling
Simulation Verification
Data Analysis
Preliminary Design
Planform Shapes
Yaw Stability
V-tail Analysis
Propulsion
Wing Twist
Motor Cutoff/Gliding Flight
Payload Design
Optimization
Electronics Package
Prototype Design
Prototype Construction
Prototype Testing
Detail Design
Airfoil Selection/Wing Design
Dynamic Stability Analysis
Control System Design
Propulsion
Finite Element Analysis
Payload Carriage/Deployment
Final Aircraft Design
Manufacturing & Testing Plan
Drawing Package
Final Aircraft Construction

Aerodynamics

Flight
Mechanics

Propulsion

Structures

Electrical

0
0
0
5
5
0
5
5

5
5
5
0
3
0
0
5

0
3
0
0
0
5
0
5

0
5
0
2
0
0
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
5
5
5
5
0
3
3
3

0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
3

5
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
3

0
0
0
0
4
0
3
0
2
5
5
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
2
0
3

5
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
2

0
5
5
0
0
0
3
5
0
1

0
0
0
5
3
0
3
0
0
1

2
2
3
1
3
5
5
5
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

Table 2.1.2. Detailed task breakdown with group involvement ratings.
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Figure 2.1.1. Major milestone schedule showing both planned and actual timelines. Planned task times
are shown in blue and actual times required are shown in red.
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3. Conceptual Design
The first goal for conceptual design was to select two of the three missions that had the highest
scoring potential. The second goal was to limit the design space by eliminating unsuitable configurations.
Two methods were used to accomplish these goals. The first method was to employ decision matrices to
eliminate configurations that were obviously not viable due to competition constraints.

The second

method involved writing a computer program to predict mission scores for the aircraft configurations
contained in the design space defined by the first method.
In order to determine which combination of two missions had the highest scoring potential, the
performance and RAC of over 200 million aircraft configurations were estimated and compared. These
results were also used to make further refinements to the overall aircraft configuration.
3.1. Mission Profiles
The three missions have several things in common. At the end of each flight, the aircraft must be
disassembled and stored in a 4x2x1 ft box. Takeoff distance is limited to 150 ft, and on each lap the
aircraft must fly around two pylons 1000 ft apart. A 360° turn must be performed mid-lap for the SRM
and RSM, and two such turns per lap must be made for the MUM. The aircraft must be able to support
external and internal payload configurations. The same payloads must be carried during each mission.
Each payload must weigh 3 lbf and be constructed of 3-in ID PVC pipe with a length of 12 in. The ends of
the payloads must be closed, but can be faired in any manner. For the external configuration, the
payloads must be attached within 3 in of the wingtips and be capable of remote release. For the internal
payload configuration, the payloads must be located symmetrically about the aircraft center line.
3.1.1. Total Figure of Merit. To determine the scoring potential for each aircraft the TFM was
defined as

TFM = 100∑ [2 max scores(SRM, MUM, RSM)] RAC

(3.1.1)

For the SRM, the aircraft is required to take off with external payloads attached, fly one lap, land, and
remotely deploy the payloads in two separate 10x10 ft boxes painted on the runway. It must then fly a lap
without the payloads, land and be reloaded, and fly the final lap with external payloads. The flight score
for the SRM is

SCORE = 2.0(12 − Mission Time)

(3.1.2)

The objective of the MUM is for the aircraft to take off with internal payloads, fly as many laps as
possible, land, and be returned to the box within 6 min. The MUM flight score is

SCORE = 1.0( Number of Laps)

(3.1.3)

A penalty is applied for exceeding the 6 min time allotment.
The RSM also uses only the internal payload configuration. The aircraft must take off loaded, fly a
lap, and land. The payloads are then manually removed and the aircraft must complete the second lap
empty. After landing, the payloads are reloaded internally. The aircraft must take off again, fly the third
lap loaded, and land. The payloads are then removed for the final lap. The RSM flight score is

SCORE = 1.5(12 − Mission Time)

(3.1.4)

Penalties will be assessed if the aircraft fails to complete the entire mission.
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Rated Aircraft Cost. The RAC is based on the weight and dimensions of the aircraft and the
complexity of the technology used. It was critical to find a balance between good flight performance and
low RAC because the flight score is divided by the RAC. The RAC is calculated as

RAC ($, thousands ) = ($500 MEW + $1000 REP + $20 MFHR ) 1000

(3.1.5)

3.2. Initial Studies
Several trade studies were conducted in order to define the design space. Decision matrices were
used to analyze aircraft type, tail configuration, wing mounting location, and landing gear type.
3.2.1. Aircraft Type. The aircraft types considered were the conventional single-wing design, flying
wing, blended wing-body, canard, and bi-plane. The flying wing has reduced RAC because it has no tail.
However, this savings is offset by the fact that its fuselage volume is calculated using the maximum width
of 18 in. Other disadvantages of the flying wing include poor stability characteristics and a small margin
for error in design and construction. A blended wing-body design consists of a conventional design with a
wide fuselage blended into the wing. This design results in good handling and low drag, but high RAC.
The canard configuration results in good stall characteristics, but longer takeoff distance. The benefits of
a bi-plane include high lift with small wingspan and good handling characteristics. The disadvantages are
high RAC and inefficient lift generation.
The aircraft types were compared with respect to RAC, takeoff distance, design tolerance, payload
capability, and ease of manufacturing. These were taken to be the governing factors in configuration
selection. Rated aircraft cost strongly impacts the design. Takeoff distance is important because of the
150-ft maximum limit. Aircraft with a tight design tolerance cannot deviate from design requirements or
they may result in low mission scores. Therefore, a loose design tolerance allows for a larger margin of
error. The payload carrying capability influences the design space because payloads must be supported
on the wing tips as well as within the fuselage. The results of the aircraft-type trade study shown in Table
3.2.1 indicated that a conventional aircraft was the best choice for the competition.
Rating Criteria

RAC

Weight Factor
Conventional
Flying wing
Blended Wing-Body
Canard
Bi-plane

3
3
3
2
3
1

Takeoff
Distance
3
3
3
3
1
4

Design
Tolerance
2
4
1
3
2
4

Payload

Manufacturing

1
5
1
5
3
4

2
4
1
3
3
3

Total
Score
39
23
32
25
33

Table 3.2.1. Aircraft-type decision matrix (maximum possible score is 55).
3.2.2. Tail Configuration. The tail configurations considered were conventional, T-tail, cruciform, and
V-tail. A conventional tail, with a vertical stabilizer and a low-mounted horizontal stabilizer, has high
strength and is easy to manufacture. The T-tail has a horizontal stabilizer mounted at the top of the
vertical stabilizer. A cruciform tail has a horizontal stabilizer mounted midway up the vertical stabilizer.
For certain applications the T-tail and cruciform configurations provide increased stability. However, the
building procedure is complicated for radio controlled (RC) aircraft.

A V-tail controls pitch and yaw

stability through the use of stabilizing surfaces mounted with large dihedral. The V-tail results in higher
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induced drag because the total lift on the tail must be higher due to the fact that part of the lift is canceled
out by the dihedral angle. However, this design could result in a lower RAC.
Design considerations were RAC, weight, L/D, manufacturability, and stability. Trade-study results
shown in Table 3.2.2 indicated that the conventional tail was the best design; however, the comparable
score received by the V-tail design indicated that both tail configurations needed further analysis.
Rating Criteria
Weight Factor
Conventional
T-tail
Cruciform
V-Tail

RAC
3
3
3
2
4

Weight
1
3
1
2
4

L/D
3
4
5
4
3

Manufacturing
1
4
1
2
5

Stability
3
4
3
3
3

Total
Score
40
35
31
39

Table 3.2.2. Tail configuration decision matrix (maximum possible score is 55).
3.2.3. Wing Mounting Location. The wing mounting locations relative to the fuselage are low,
middle, and high. Low-mounted wings have structural advantages in that a continuous wing spar can be
used. A low-mounted wing allows for a wider landing gear wheelbase, which is vital for taxiing with a
single wingtip payload in the SRM.

Middle-mounted wings are more difficult to construct than low-

mounted wings and present structural challenges for the internal payload configuration. High-mounted
wings produce good roll stability without requiring as much wing dihedral as low- and middle-mounted
wings. A continuous spar in a high-mounted wing complicates the internal payload loading process.
The decision matrix for wing location considered structural requirements, roll stability, payload
loading, landing gear interface, and manufacturability. Because RAC is not a function of wing mounting
location, it was not considered in this trade study. Table 3.2.3 indicates that low-mounted wings are
better suited to the SRM and RSM, but high-mounted wings better suit the MUM. It was concluded that
if the SRM were selected, low-mounted wings would be used.
Rating Criteria
Weight Factor
Low
Middle
High

Structural
2/2/2
5/5/5
5/5/5
5/5/4

Roll
Stability
1/1/1
3/3/3
4/4/4
5/5/5

Payload
Loading
1/0/3
3/0/5
5/0/5
5/0/2

Gear
Interface
3/1/1
5/3/5
2/2/2
2/2/2

Manufacturing
3/3/3
4/5/5
2/2/2
4/5/2

Total
Score
43/31/48
25/16/31
38/34/27

Table 3.2.3. Wing location decision matrix. Values are for the SRM, MUM, and RSM, respectively.
3.2.4. Landing Gear Configuration. The SRM includes extensive off-balance taxiing. Thus, a taildragger was deemed inappropriate because of its poor steering characteristics at low speeds. Therefore,
a tricycle landing gear configuration was selected for further analysis.
3.3. Mission Modeling
To find the optimum aircraft configuration, a simulation program was written to estimate the TFM of a
given aircraft. Accurate predictions of RAC and flight score were needed to calculate TFM. Since weight
is a major contributor to RAC, manufacturers’ data and experimental correlations were used to estimate
the weight of a given aircraft. This was used along with the aircraft configuration models to estimate RAC.
Flight score was estimated by simulating each mission. Detailed analysis was used to determine drag.
Mathematical models were developed for propulsion and aircraft performance for each maneuver.
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3.3.1. Aircraft Weight. In order to accurately predict the weight of an aircraft, individual component
weights were calculated. These were the wing, landing gear, fuselage, empennage, propulsion system,
payloads, and miscellaneous parts. The total weight was the sum of all the components plus a safety
margin of 15% of the structural weight estimate to account for fasteners, glue, paint, covering, etc.
Wing Weight. Both foam-core and balsa-ribbed wing construction were considered. Foam-core wings
were eliminated because of their high-weight estimates. Two wing spar construction techniques were
investigated: carbon-fiber composite and spruce/plywood combination. The spruce/plywood combination
was chosen because it provided adequate strength-to-weight ratio with less manufacturing complexity.
Total wing weight was calculated as a function of positive load limit, wingspan, chord length, and
maximum wing thickness. To derive the wing weight equation it was first necessary to divide the wing
into individual components and evaluate their respective weights. Total rib weight was approximated as

Wrib = (0.00684 Z airfoil max c 2 )nrib Z rib ρbalsa

(3.3.1)

The rib quantity was based on the rib spacing of typical RC aircraft of similar size and defined as one rib
every 3 in. Varying airfoil camber had a negligible effect on rib area. The skin weight was calculated as

Wskin = (2.028 bw c) Z skin ρbalsa

(3.3.2)

where the 2.028 multiplier is used to convert planform area to surface area. To strengthen the leading
and trailing edges and maintain the proper airfoil shape, balsa stringers were used. Stringer weights
were estimated by assuming a weight equivalent to a 1/4x1/4 in piece of balsa running the length of the
span. The wing load was conservatively assumed to be evenly distributed along the semispan with the
spar modeled as a cantilever beam. The spruce/plywood spar weight was calculated as

W spar = ρ wood [ 5 . 52 × 10 − 5 ( n pll b w Waircraft ) 2 / 3 ]b w
2

(3.3.3)

where 5.52×10-5 is a factor that accounts for the stiffness and moment of inertia of the spar. The total
weight of the wing is simply the sum of the weights of the components, defined as

Wwing = Wribs + Wskin + Wleading & trailing edges + Wspar

(3.3.4)

Testing. In order to verify the wing weight correlations, four sample wings were built and tested. The
accuracy of Eq. (3.3.4) was validated by the testing results shown in Table 3.3.1. The slight differences
between the sample wing weights were due to variations in construction techniques and wood densities.

Wing Weight Measured (oz)
Failure Load (lbf)
Bending Strength (in-lbf)
Positive Load Limit for a 15 lbf Aircraft (g)
Wing Weight Calculated (oz)
Percent Error

Wing 1
6.52
54.40
1142.40
7.25
6.78
-4.07

Wing 2
6.45
46.40
974.40
6.19
6.78
-5.20

Wing 3
7.98
38.60
810.60
5.15
7.62
4.45

Wing 4
8.35
30.20
634.20
4.03
8.24
1.32

Table 3.3.1. Test results for verification of wing weight equation.
Landing Gear Weight. The following tricycle landing gear options were considered: 1) all gear fixed,
2) main gear fixed, nose gear retractable, 3) all gear retractable. Using manufacturers’ data, the weight of
each gear option was tabulated for both large and small RC aircraft, as shown in Table 3.3.2.
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Aircraft Weight Class:
All Fixed Gear
Main Gear Fixed, Nose Gear Retract
All Retractable Gear

Over 18 lbf
1.36 lbf
1.68 lbf
2.28 lbf

Under 18 lbf
1.29 lbf
1.43 lbf
1.68 lbf

Table 3.3.2. Landing gear weights for the three configurations considered.
Fuselage Weight. A balsa build-up method was chosen for the fuselage construction. The weight of
the fuselage was estimated by comparing four typical RC aircraft constructed with similar balsa build-up
methods. Weight correlations based on surface area for each aircraft were averaged. This resulted in a
weight to surface area relation of 0.333 lbf/ft2.
Empennage Weight. The weight of the empennage includes the weight of the horizontal and vertical
stabilizers and the tail boom. Two designs were considered, based on whether the empennage required
disassembly to fit inside the 4x2x1 ft box. If the length of the aircraft were such that it fit inside the 4 ft
long box, a boom constructed with balsa build-up from the fuselage to the tail feathers was assumed.
The weight of this tail boom was calculated from the surface area correlation for the fuselage weight. If
the aircraft length exceeded 4 ft, a removable tail boom was assumed. The weight estimate for the
removable tail boom included the weight of two wood mounting blocks as well as the weight of the tubular
tail boom. The weight of the tail boom was based on its volume and density. The cross-section of the
tubular tail boom was sized considering aeroelastic effects. From Phillips (2004), the reduction in the
elevator control derivative due to tail-boom bending can be expressed as

(∆C m,δ e ) fuselage bending = S h lhη h C Lh ,α ( K L C Lh ,α ε e − K m Cmh ,δ e ) (1 + K L C Lh ,α ) S w cw
K m ≡ ρV 2 S h chη h lh (2 EI ) and K L ≡ ρV 2 S hη h lh2 (4 EI )

(3.3.5)
(3.3.6-7)

when the cross-section is constant. Equations (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) can then be combined to yield

K m = 2 K L ch l h

(3.3.8)

Equation (3.3.5) can be rearranged to solve for KL. With the material and KL known, the required moment
of inertia of the tail boom can be obtained using Eq. (3.3.7). There are an infinite number of possible
radius/wall thickness combinations that result in the required moment of inertia. However, the moment of
inertia is a function only of wall thickness if the radius-to-wall-thickness ratio is fixed at 10, to prevent
localized buckling. With cross-sectional dimensions, the volume and weight of the tail boom are found.
The tail feather weight for each case was estimated by combining the weights of the vertical and
horizontal surfaces. The horizontal stabilizer was sized to maintain pitch stability at takeoff using

Sh =

S wC Lw ,α [(lnp cw ) R A − l w + ( ∆Cm ,α ) fuselage + ( ∆Cm ,α ) propeller ]
η h C Lh ,α (1 − lnp cw )(1 − ε d ,α ) h

(3.3.9)

The effects of the main wing, propeller, fuselage, and payloads on pitch stability were all considered in
sizing the horizontal stabilizer according to results presented in Phillips (2004). Goldstein’s vortex theory
was used to approximate propeller effects. The vertical stabilizer was sized using a vertical-to-horizontal
area ratio of typical aircraft.
Four assumptions were made to simplify the pitch stability analysis: 1) takeoff is the most critical flight
condition; 2) the center of gravity is located at the wing quarter-chord; 3) the necessary static margin,
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l np c w, is 10%, 4) the wing is rectangular with no sweep or dihedral. However, the third assumption
leads to oversized tails for large wing chords. Therefore, the static margin was non-dimensionalized with
respect to the square root of the wing area, resulting in

lnp S w1 2 = (cw S w1 2 )(lnp cw ) = −(Cm,α C L ,α )(cw S w1 2 )

(3.3.10)

By considering the effect of tail-boom construction method and length in this manner, it was possible to
see the effects of aircraft weight and length on RAC, as well as maintain overall aircraft performance.
Miscellaneous Component Weights. The remaining component weights are shown in Table 3.3.2.
Component
Light Servo (gear retracts)
Medium Servo (flaps, ailerons, rudders)
Heavy Servo (twisterons)
Servo Control Horn
Servo Extensions
Servo Linkage
40 Amp Fuse
Payloads
Receiver
Receiver Battery
Receiver Switch

Weight (lbf)
0.0175
0.1231
0.1400
0.0056
0.0228/ft
0.0364/ft
0.0260
6.0000
0.0625
0.4453
0.0259

Table 3.3.2. Miscellaneous component weights.
3.3.2. Aircraft Drag. In order to accurately predict the flight performance of an aircraft, it is necessary
to know the drag acting on the aircraft for any flight speed. The two main types of drag that influence an
aircraft are parasitic and induced drag. The total drag coefficient was modeled as

C D = C Do + C Do, L C L + C L2 (πeR A )

(3.3.11)

Induced drag is accounted for in the second and third terms.
Parasitic Drag. The parasitic drag coefficient for the aircraft is the summation of the zero-lift drags of
the various components of the aircraft (fuselage, wings, etc.) multiplied by their respective reference
areas and then non-dimensionalized using wing planform area. A factor of 1.25 was used to account for
interference, leakage, and cooling drag (McCormick, 1995). This equation takes the form

C Do = 1.25(∑ C Do S ) S w

(3.3.12)

Wing and Empennage Drag. The main wing was assumed to be constructed with a NACA 2412
airfoil; the horizontal and vertical stabilizers were assumed to have NACA 0008 airfoils.

The drag

coefficients of these airfoils were taken from experimental data obtained by Abbot and Von Doenhoff
(1959) and are CDo wing = CDo horizontal stabilizer = CDo vertical stabilizer = 0.008.
Fuselage and Tail Boom Drag. The fuselage drag was based on recommendations from McCormick
(1995) and separated into fuselage and tail-boom drag. For aircraft under 4 ft long, CDo fuselage = 0.056 and

CDo tail boom = 0.0 (tail boom absent). For aircraft over 4 ft long, CDo fuselage = 0.049 and
C Do tail boom = 1.328

ReL

(3.3.13)

This correlation is based on the assumption that the tail boom can be approximated as a cylinder oriented
axially in the fluid flow. The Reynolds number in Eq. (3.3.13) is based on the tail boom length.
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Landing Gear Drag. For unfaired landing gear, the parasitic drag was approximated as that of a
cylinder in cross flow. This assumption was used for both struts and wheels, and for the expected range
of Reynolds numbers yields CDo struts = CDo wheels = 1.0 (see Wilcox, 2000). Fixed landing gear struts were
assumed to be faired as symmetric airfoils, yielding CDo faired struts = 0.008.
Induced Drag. The induced drag coefficient varies as

C Di = C L2 (πeR A )

(3.3.14)

where e is the Oswald efficiency factor, which is a measure of how aircraft geometry affects induced drag.
A major contributor to e is the span efficiency factor, es.

Lifting-line theory was used to obtain a

polynomial fit for es as a function of aspect ratio, RA,

es = 0.0002 R A2 − 0.0112 R A + 1.0097

(3.3.15)

Multiplying es by the span efficiency correlation factor, k, approximates e. This correlation factor was
found by calculating e and es for a previous Utah State University DBF aircraft (Zephyr). Using numerical
lifting-line theory, with the constant and linear parasitic drag coefficients set to zero, CD was calculated for
various values of CL. Using these values in Eq. (3.3.14), and solving for e, resulted in

k = e Zephyr es Zephyr

(3.3.16)

Analysis showed that eZephyr is a function of operating condition; therefore, k is also a function of operating
condition. The least-squares polynomial fit,

k = −1.19C L6 + 6.98C L5 − 16.64C L4 + 20.80C L3 − 14.61C L2 + 5.76C L − 0.15

(3.3.17)

was used in conjunction with Eq. (3.3.15) to calculate e at various operating conditions.
3.3.3. Payload Drag and Design. Five payload designs were analyzed to find the design resulting in
lowest drag while maintaining a reasonable size to fit inside the fuselage. The drag was calculated using

D = (1 2) ρV 2 C D S

(3.3.18)

All drag calculations assumed ρ = 0.0023769 slug/ft3 and V = 100 ft/s. Other than design number 4, all
payload designs have a frontal reference area of 8.30 in2, which corresponds to an outside diameter of
3.25 in. A summary of the five payload designs is shown in Table 3.3.3.
Design
Drag
Drag
Payload Description
Number
Coefficient
(lbf)
1
Unfaired
2.000
1.400
2
Spherical nose, unfaired
0.680
0.466
3
Spherical nose, conical tail
0.150
0.103
4
Revolved NACA 0023
0.050
0.083
5
NACA 0023 nose and tail
0.107
0.073

Reference
Area (in2)
8.3
8.3
8.3
20.1
8.3

Length
(in)
12
13.5
22
22
26

Table 3.3.3. Payload design comparison.
The drag coefficients for designs 1 through 4 came from experimental correlations (McCormick, 1995).
Design 4 is a revolved NACA 0023 airfoil with a 22 in chord, resulting in a maximum thickness of 5.06 in.
Design 5 consists of a revolved symmetric airfoil, divided at its point of maximum thickness and attached
to each end of the PVC tube. The airfoil section used was a NACA 0023 with a 14 in chord and a 3.25 in
maximum thickness. The 14 in chord was defined by the taper angle restriction to avoid separation and
the 3.25 in thickness was chosen to match the outside diameter of the PVC. The drag coefficient for the
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revolved symmetric airfoil with a fineness ratio of 8 was CDo airfoil = 0.08. The skin-friction drag coefficient
for a PVC tube with a 12 in long surface was calculated using a flat plate approximation, yielding

CDo flat = 0.018. The total drag for design 5 is the sum of the revolved symmetric airfoil drag and the skin
friction drag of the surface of the PVC and is given by

D = 12 ρV 2 ( S frontalC Do airfoil + S surfaceC Do flat plate )

(3.3.19)

Design 4 resulted in the lowest coefficient of drag; however, design 5 was selected because it had the
lowest drag force due to its smaller reference area.
3.3.4. Maneuvers. Mathematical models of aircraft performance in different maneuvers were
developed for use in the simulation program. These maneuvers include takeoff, landing, turning flight,
steady flight, accelerating climbing flight, and taxiing. Mathematical relations were derived to predict the
distance, time, and energy required for each maneuver. Relations were also developed to predict the
time necessary to disassemble the aircraft and return it to the box. For each maneuver, thrust and
current were assumed to be quadratic functions of velocity. A zero headwind velocity was assumed.
Takeoff. Analysis of the takeoff performance of an aircraft was performed by applying Newton’s
second law in the direction of motion. Use of the integral solution method led to

s takeoff

=W
g

Vliftoff

∫
0

t takeoff = W
g

V
dV + Vliftoff t rotation
T (V ) − D(V ) − Fr (V )

Vliftoff

∫
0

1
dV + t rotation
T (V ) − D(V ) − Fr (V )

Vliftoff = 1.1 W ( 12 ρC Lmax S w )

(3.3.20)

(3.3.21)
(3.3.22)

The rotation time was assumed to be 1.0 s.
Maximum Lift Coefficient. The competition rules limit the takeoff distance to 150 ft. The penalty for
exceeding this distance is disqualification of the flight. This penalty made it necessary to have accurate
approximations of CLmax, which directly affects takeoff distance. Three control surface configurations were
analyzed to determine which configuration would result in the highest overall score while allowing takeoff
to occur within the allotted distance. The control surface configurations that were analyzed were ailerons,
separate ailerons and dedicated flaps, and flaperons.
A computational fluid dynamics program was used to determine the stall angles of attack for a NACA
2412 airfoil with a range of flap chord fractions and flap deflections. These results were used in numerical
lifting-line theory to determine wing aerodynamic characteristics at V =1.1Vstall for wings with aspect ratios
of 7, 10, and 14. The resulting wing maximum lift coefficients were used in a takeoff simulation in which
the flap chord fraction and flap deflection were optimized for shortest takeoff distance for each control
surface configuration. A flap chord fraction of 0.20 and a flap deflection of 20° were found to give the
shortest takeoff distance for each of the control surface configurations. Table 3.3.4. shows the maximum
lift coefficient for these flap configurations for aspect ratios of 7, 10, and 14.
Using cf /c = 0.20 and δflap = 20°, lifting-line analysis was performed for aspect ratios from 6 to 20 for
each control surface configuration. Using the results from this analysis, an equation for maximum lift
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coefficient as a function of aspect ratio was developed for each configuration. The simulation program
used these equations to compute the maximum lift coefficient for each aircraft under analysis.
Maximum Lift Coefficient
RA = 10
RA = 14
1.324
1.393
1.445
1.386
1.447
1.499
1.600
1.701
1.766

Control Surface
Configuration
Ailerons (or no control)
Ailerons and Flaps
Full-span Flaperons

RA = 7

Table 3.3.4. Maximum lift coefficients for cf /c = 0.20 and δflap = 20°.
Landing. The landing performance of an aircraft was analyzed by applying Newton’s second law in
the direction of motion as the aircraft touches down. The landing distance and time were calculated as
0

V
dV + Vtouchdown tfree roll
sground roll = sbraking + sfree roll = W ∫
g Vtouchdown − D(V ) − Fr (V )

tground roll = sbraking Vaverage + tfree roll , Vaverage = V touchdown 2

(3.3.23)
(3.3.24-25)

Touchdown velocity was assumed to be 115% of stall and the free roll time was assumed to be 1 s.
Steady Flight. In steady flight, the aircraft climb angle depends on whether the desired altitude of 50 ft
has been achieved. One difference between climbing and level flight is that the thrust required to climb is
greater in order to counteract the component of weight parallel with the direction of flight. The distance
traveled in steady flight was specified by the distance between turns on the course. The time during
steady flight was calculated as the distance traveled divided by the velocity.
Accelerating Climbing Flight. The analysis of the performance of an accelerating, climbing aircraft
began by defining the climb angle as

γ = tan −1 (∆H ∆s )

(3.3.26)

where ∆H is the desired height change and ∆s is the horizontal distance allowed to perform the climb.
Newton’s second law was applied in the direction of flight and perpendicular to flight, which led to
relations for the acceleration distance and time

s acceleration =

W V2
V
dV
∫
g V1 T (V ) − D(V ) − W sin(γ )

(3.3.27)

t acceleration =

1
W V2
dV
∫
g V1 T (V ) − D (V ) − W sin(γ )

(3.3.28)

where V1 and V2 are the initial and final velocities, respectively.
Since CL varies during an accelerating maneuver, the classical form of drag makes a closed form
solution of Eqs. (3.3.27) and (3.3.28) impossible. It would be computationally intensive to solve for the
acceleration distance and time using numerical integration. Therefore, the best approximation theorem
given in Greenberg (1998) was used to approximate drag as a quadratic function of V,

D = D0 + D1V + D2V 2

(3.3.29)

This made analytical integration possible, allowing acceleration distance and time to be quickly
determined. Figure 3.3.1 shows the quadratic approximation versus the classical drag as a function of V
for a typical RC aircraft. The approximation is valid over the range of expected velocities.
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Figure 3.3.1. Comparison of classical drag to BA (best approximation) drag as a function of velocity.

Turning Flight. The maximum bank angle of the turns was assumed to be the lesser of the stalllimited and load-limited bank angles, which minimizes turn time. The radius of the turn was computed
from the velocity and the bank angle. The distance of the turn was then computed from the radius and
turn angle. The turning flight subroutine was developed with the ability to account for climb or descent
during the turn. The climb angle was determined from the altitude change required and the distance
available for that altitude change. The thrust required for the turn was then calculated as

Trequired = W sin(γ ) + Dturn

(3.3.30)

The drag during turning flight was based on the weight coefficient and the zero-lift drag coefficient. The
thrust available at full throttle was calculated based on the velocity and propulsion data. If the thrust
available were less than the thrust required, the throttle would be set to full and the aircraft would
descend with a negative climb angle that could be determined by rearranging Eq. (3.3.30). The total
altitude loss could be computed from the climb angle and distance traveled using Eq. (3.3.26). This
altitude loss would then be recovered in the straight sections of the course. If the thrust required were
less than the thrust available, the throttle was set to deliver the required thrust determined by Eq. (3.3.30).
The time to complete the turn was calculated from the distance traveled, velocity, and climb angle.
Taxi. The time and battery charge required to taxi between laps in a mission were approximated by
assuming the aircraft traveled at constant velocity of 8 ft/s, as recommended by an RC pilot. Thrust, drag,
and rolling friction were constant with constant velocity. The thrust required was the sum of the drag and
rolling friction. Taxi time was calculated as the taxi distance (assumed to be 35 ft) divided by the velocity.
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Disassembly Time. A function was used to calculate how long it would take to disassemble each
aircraft. The disassembly time is comprised of three segments: the approach, the disassembly, and the
packing of the aircraft in its box. The time to approach the aircraft is constant for all aircraft. The
subroutine added a disassembly time dependent on the number of aircraft connections. If the total length
of the fuselage were over 4 ft, a disconnection time was added to the time required to disassemble the
aircraft.

Similarly, if the wingspan were greater than 10 ft, a disconnection time was added to the

aircraft’s disassembly time. In this manner, structurally complicated aircraft were penalized in total score.
Battery Discharge. It was important to keep track of how much the battery was discharged during
each maneuver. It is common practice to measure battery discharge in Amp-hrs. Battery discharge
during a maneuver, ∆C, was calculated as

∆C = ∫ i (t )dt

(3.3.31)

For steady maneuvers, battery current is constant and the preceding equation simplifies to

∆C = i t

(3.3.32)

where t is the time of the maneuver. To calculate the battery discharge during an accelerating maneuver,
battery current was approximated as a quadratic function of velocity.

Using this approximation in

Eq. (3.3.31) and combining with Eq. (3.3.28) results in

1 V2 i0 + i1 V + i 2 V 2
dV
∆C = ∫
g V1 T (V ) − D (V ) − Fr (V )

(3.3.33)

As with the acceleration distance and time calculations, the applicable forces were approximated as
quadratic functions of velocity, making analytical integration of Eq. (3.3.33) possible.
3.3.5. Propulsion. Previous experience has indicated that an accurate and thorough propulsion
analysis is a major factor for success in the DBF competition. The propulsion system is heavily penalized
in RAC, so scores can be greatly improved by minimizing propulsion system weight. However, the
propulsion system must also provide adequate thrust. If the aircraft fails to make takeoff or is forced to
prematurely land, the flight will receive a zero score. The core of propulsion analysis consists of three
subsystems: propeller, motor, and battery. The performance of each of these components depends on
both the flight condition and the characteristics of the other components. Therefore, these components
must be optimized collectively, not individually.

Two other propulsion components that must be

accurately modeled within the system are the speed controller and fuse. With all of the analysis in place,
flight simulation required a number of outputs from propulsion. First, knowledge of thrust and current as a
function of velocity was needed to simulate maneuvers and to determine when the battery charge was
depleted. Some maneuvers also required knowledge of the throttle setting required for a given thrust.
Propeller Selection and Analysis. Computer code that implements Goldstein’s vortex theory was used
to predict propeller performance. Goldstein’s theory predicts propeller thrust as a function of local section
lift and drag coefficients, advance angle, and induced angle, and may be written
r0

T= ∫

r = rh

~
∂T
kρω 2 r0 2 cos 2 ε i ~
dr =
r cb
[C L cos(ε ∞ + ε i ) − C D sin(ε ∞ + ε i )] dr
∫
2
∂r
2 r = rh
cos ε ∞

(3.3.34)
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Similarly, the total torque required to turn the propeller is found by
r0

l= ∫

r = rh

[

]

~
∂l
kρω 2 r0 3 cos 2 ε i ~
dr =
C D cos(ε ∞ + ε i ) + C L sin (ε ∞ + ε i ) dr
∫ r cb
2
∂r
2 r = rh
cos ε ∞

(3.3.35)

With the knowledge of propeller geometry, rotational speed, and forward speed, all variables are known
with the exception of induced angle, which must be solved numerically from

⎧ ⎡ k (1 − 2r d p ) ⎤ ⎫
kcb ~
C L − cos −1 ⎨exp ⎢−
⎬ tan ε i sin (ε ∞ + ε i ) = 0
16r
2 sin β t ⎥⎦ ⎭
⎩ ⎣

(3.3.36)

The largest propeller that can fit diagonally inside the 2×1 ft storage box is 26 in. A 12 in propeller is
too small to provide needed performance. Therefore, the propeller diameters considered range from 12
to 26 in. A pitch-to-diameter ratio of 0.5 is too small for good flight performance, whereas a ratio of 1.2 is
the largest commercially available. Thus, the considered pitch-to-diameter ratios ranged from 0.5 to 1.2.
Motor and Gearbox Selection and Analysis. Brushless motors were selected over brushed motors for
additional analysis due to their superior performance-to-weight characteristics and higher efficiency. A
database of viable motors was compiled including the corresponding commercially-available gearbox
ratios. For each motor, analysis was performed based on the relations

η speed control = 1 − 0.078(1 − τ )

(3.3.37)

imotor = (η speed control τ VE no −load − (Gr K v ) N ) (η speed control τ Rbattery + Rspeed control + Rmotor )

(3.3.38)

Tq = (7.0432 G r (i motor − i no-load )) K v

(3.3.39)

V E battery = V E no −load − i motor Rbattery

(3.3.40)

i battery = τ i motor

(3.3.41)

V E motor = η speed controlτ V E battery − i motor Rspeed control

(3.3.42)

Use of these equations assumes that VE no-load, τ, and N are all known. Because N depends on propeller
torque, a secant method was necessary to converge on the operational characteristics of the motor
circuit. This is explained in greater detail in the section on thrust and current calculations.
Battery Selection and Analysis. Both Nickel-Cadmium (NiCad) and Nickel Metal-Hydride (NiMH)
batteries are allowed for the competition. While NiMH batteries generally have a greater capacity-toweight ratio, NiCads allow greater discharge rates. Since neither characteristic is clearly superior, both
cell types were considered in analysis. Applying circuit requirements was insufficient to eliminate cell
types, so additional filtering was performed. Cells were removed from consideration if all of the following
four criteria held against at least one other cell: 1) greater cell weight, 2) higher internal resistance, 3)
lower no-load voltage, 4) lower cell capacity. Because cell characteristics change when they are grouped
in a battery pack, information was taken from the testing data of pack assemblers rather than from
manufacturers’ data. This information was only available in the form of plots comparing cell voltage to
cell discharge, with curves for different discharge rates. One such set of curves (for the GP3300 cell) is
shown in Fig. 3.3.5.
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Figure 3.3.5. Cell voltage vs. discharge for the GP3300 battery.
Rearranging the relation for voltage drop across a resistor yields

VE no-load = VE load + Rbattery i

(3.3.43)

This equation shows that higher discharge rates reduce the loaded voltage as shown in Fig. 3.3.5. In this
figure, points A and B each define a loaded-voltage/current pair. This leads to a system of two equations
that can be solved for the no-load voltage and the internal resistance. The no-load voltage is represented
by point C. These values change throughout discharge. However, only an average value was used in
conceptual design. Analysis showed variations of up to 0.002 Ohms (33.33%) and 0.10 Volts (8.33%)
from manufacturer sources. Overall pack capacity was analyzed with an imposed reduction of 0.30 Amphrs to account for the inability to completely discharge the pack due to the danger of cell reversal.
Fuse Selection and Analysis. Manufacturers’ data indicated that 40 Amp fuses would easily last for
the duration of mission flight times at the predicted current. However, they also showed variations up to
3000% in expected opening time. For this reason, individual fuse performance was verified through
testing prior to use in flight to ensure that the expected performance was achieved. Fuse fatigue effects
were minimal for the low number of cycles predicted for each mission.
Speed Controller Selection. The speed controller was selected by comparing weight and internal
resistance from many manufacturers. Controllers that could not carry 35 Amps or 30 Volts were not
considered. This ensured that the speed controller was not the limiting element in the propulsion system.
Thrust and Current Calculations. Instead of using Goldstein’s vortex theory at each operating
condition where thrust and current were required, computational efficiency was increased by using curve
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fits. First, Goldstein’s vortex theory was used to generate thrust and torque surface fits with respect to
pitch-to-diameter ratio and advance ratio. Three thrust and current data points were taken at the different
operating conditions by matching the propeller torque predicted by Goldstein’s theory to the torque
generated by the electric motor at the required condition using the secant method. Thus, motor speed
was calculated. With knowledge of the motor speed, it was possible to calculate the thrust generated by
the propeller and the current drawn by the motor. The same procedure was used in reverse within
another secant method to obtain the throttle setting for a given velocity and required thrust.
3.4. Simulation Program Grid Search
Each aircraft element (propeller, motor, and airframe) is characterized by an operating condition at
which the individual element is most efficient. These operating conditions do not generally coincide;
therefore, overall performance is optimized when the aggregate of components is optimized, rather than a
single part. Because analysis of different combinations is complex, advantages of different permutations
are not always intuitive. To arrive at the optimal design, all elements affecting propulsive performance
were iterated against differing airframes in a grid search. A conventional aircraft and tail configuration
was used as a base model in the simulation program. Approximately 200 million aircraft were analyzed
by varying parameters of the base model using the ranges and increments shown in Table 3.4.1.
Parameter
Motor Type
Number of Motors
Battery Cell Type
Number of Battery Cells
Propeller Diameter
Pitch to Diameter Ratio

bw
Sw
npll
lh

Lower Limit
1
1
1
15
12 in
0.6
7 ft
4 ft2
3
1.7 ft

Upper Limit
486
2
2
3 lbs total pack weight
24 in
1.2
13 ft
10 ft2
7
5.7 ft

Iteration Step
1
1
1
3
2 in
0.2
3 ft
3 ft2
2
2 ft

Table 3.4.1. Iteration variables and increments used in the conceptual design simulation program.
The parameters defining each aircraft, its predicted RAC, and flight score for each mission were
retained for comparison of mission scores (100×flight-score/RAC). These scores were used to find the
optimum ranges for the aircraft parameters. A flight score of zero was applied if the aircraft takeoff
distance was greater than 140 ft, which allowed a 10 ft margin of safety on the takeoff distance specified
by the competition rules. A flight score of zero was also applied for an aircraft that had an average
current draw over 70 Amps.
3.4.1. Mission Selection. The data from the grid search was filtered to remove all configurations that
received a zero score for all three missions. It was found that for configurations with at least 2 scoring
flights, the SRM and RSM always produced the highest-scoring combination. Therefore, the MUM was
eliminated from further consideration. This was logical due to the dichotomy in mission objectives. The

MUM is an endurance style mission, with the goal being to use the entire allotted 6 min to complete as
many laps as possible. The goal of both the SRM and RSM is to complete all sorties while minimizing
the mission time.
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3.4.2. Simulation Program Verification. A high scoring aircraft configuration was independently
analyzed for all three missions to verify that the results obtained from the program were accurate. This
analysis included verification of the drag and weight subroutines, each maneuver, the flight score
calculation, and RAC. The variations seen in mission scores were attributed to approximations made in
modeling the propulsion system. In all cases the score calculated independently was within 0.5 percent
of the simulation program score. It was concluded that the simulation program results were within an
acceptable margin of error.
3.4.3. Trend Analysis. To observe changes in mission score caused by the variation of a single
aircraft parameter, a characteristic high-scoring aircraft was chosen and detailed trend analyses were
performed for critical parameters affecting the performance and RAC.
Batteries. An optimal battery weight exists because both motor performance and RAC increase when
the number of cells increases, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.4.1.

The optimal battery weight for the

characteristic aircraft appeared to be between 0.8 and 0.9 lbf. This is low compared to the maximum
battery weight allowed by the competition rules because battery weight is penalized in both MEW and

REP. A point exists where this penalty balances any increase in aircraft performance gained by using
more cells.
Wing Area. Takeoff distance decreases with increasing wing area as shown in Fig. 3.4.2. However,
increasing wing area decreases the TFM due to increased RAC. Therefore, the optimum wing area is
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Figure 3.4.1. Variation of TFM with battery weight.
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Figure 3.4.2. Wing area vs. TFM with constant wingspan.
3.5. Conceptual Design Conclusions
The aircraft configuration selected from the trade studies for further consideration was the forwardwing, aft-tail configuration with either a conventional tail or a V-tail and tricycle landing gear. From the
simulation program, it was found that the SRM and RSM had the highest scoring potential; therefore, the

MUM was eliminated from further consideration. The optimum range of various aircraft parameters
found in the trend analyses defined the design space used for preliminary design.
During aircraft optimization, decreasing the RAC was found to be the driving factor rather than
improving aircraft performance. For example, dual-motor configurations were eliminated because they
consistently scored lower than single-motor configurations due to the increase in performance being
outweighed by the penalties in RAC. It was also seen that the optimum battery weight was much lower
than the maximum allowable battery weight. This is because battery weight is penalized in both MEW
and REP. This high penalty outweighs the increase in aircraft performance. Because of these trends, the
design space was re-centered to focus on small, lightweight aircraft with low RAC.
4. Preliminary Design
The main goals of preliminary design were to find the optimal aircraft configuration, build a prototype,
and verify the design and analysis through flight testing. The optimal configuration was found using a
simulation program based on the conceptual design simulation. Several changes were made in order to
improve the efficiency and accuracy of the simulation. The changes made to the conceptual design
program included adding subroutines to analyze various wing planform shapes and V-tail configurations.
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Weight and drag estimates were improved by adding a yaw stability analysis to determine the required
vertical stabilizer area. Battery modeling was improved by accounting for voltage variation with respect to
battery discharge. Battery conservation was improved by determining the point at which the motor could
be cut off to allow the aircraft to glide in for landing. The possibility of reducing drag by implementing
fixed aerodynamic washout or variable washout through the use of twisterons (Phillips, et al., 2003) was
also investigated. The efficiency and resolution of the program were greatly enhanced by replacing
conceptual design’s iterative grid search with a genetic algorithm to find the optimum configuration. This
optimal configuration was then used to design a prototype for preliminary flight testing. In addition to the
work done to improve the simulation program and design the prototype, an electronics package was
designed to measure and relay airspeed, battery current, and normal acceleration in real time.
4.1. Lifting-Line Analysis of Wing Effects
The conceptual design simulation program analyzed only rectangular wings, but for preliminary
design the capability to analyze elliptic and tapered wings was added. This was done using the truncated
infinite series solution to Prandtl’s lifting-line theory to analyze various wing planform shapes as described
by Phillips (2004).

Lifting-line theory was used because it gives highly accurate values for span

efficiency, wing lift slope, downwash, and sidewash with a relatively low computation time.
In conceptual design, the horizontal stabilizer was sized based on a simplified pitch stability analysis.
The vertical stabilizer was sized using a ratio of vertical stabilizer area to horizontal stabilizer area
calculated from tail dimensions of several commercial aircraft. For preliminary design, a yaw stability
analysis was added to size the vertical stabilizer. The pitch and yaw stability analyses in the simulation
program required knowledge of the downwash gradients on the horizontal stabilizer and propeller, and
sidewash gradient on the vertical stabilizer. The fluid velocity distribution produced by the vortex wake
was used to calculate the downwash and sidewash gradients on the aircraft using the methods presented
in Phillips (2004).
4.2. Propulsion System Modeling
Two important assumptions were made in the propulsion system analysis during the conceptual
design phase.

First, battery voltage was assumed constant throughout the flight, when in fact it

decreases as the battery is discharged. Second, the motor manufacturers’ values for Kv, Rmotor, and ino-load
were assumed to be accurate. To improve the accuracy of the propulsion system simulation, a battery
voltage model that varies with discharge was developed. Testing was also done to verify the accuracy of
motor parameters from manufacturers’ specifications.
4.2.1. Improvements in Battery Modeling. Rather than using average values for internal resistance
and voltage, the battery model was enhanced to account for variations during pack discharge.

A

polynomial was fit to the values derived using manufacturers’ data. The resulting equations gave cell
internal resistance and no-load voltage as a function of remaining battery charge. Increased accuracy in
battery modeling improved the prediction of cell capacity requirements.
4.2.2. Motor Modeling. Simulation predictions were compared with available manufacturers’
performance data to verify the motor model used in conceptual design. For example, this comparison is
shown in Fig. 4.2.1 for an the Actro C8 motor.
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Figure 4.2.1. Motor performance predictions and testing data for an Actro C8 motor.
The discrepancies between this manufacturer’s data and performance tests raised concerns that
called for further analysis. For this motor, the reported voltage constant is 890 rpm/Volt, no-load current
is 1.2 Amps, and internal resistance is 0.101 Ohms. Motor speed is governed by the relation

N = K v (VE motor − imotor Rmotor )

(4.2.1)

Using the manufacturer’s constants in Eq. (4.2.1) for a 12 Volt potential across the motor (the voltage
applied for the tests) a maximum no-load speed of 10,572 rpm was predicted. However, Actro reports a
motor speed of 11,250 rpm under these conditions. This indicates a motor constant of 947 rpm/Volt, not
890 rpm/Volt as reported by the manufacturer.
Data provided by another manufacturer, Kontronik, also showed disagreement. A Kontronik 500-24
motor was tested and showed a similar discrepancy in motor voltage constant. By measuring the motor
voltage, motor current, and shaft speed at different operating conditions, values for the internal resistance
and motor voltage constant were found using a surface fit to Eq. (4.2.1).

The no-load current and

resistance were also found to be higher than the manufacturer’s specification. Thus, plans were made to
determine and apply correction factors to manufacturers’ data in detail design.
4.3. Tail Modeling
An improvement in the tail weight estimate was made by improving the yaw stability analysis.
Additional analysis was done to evaluate the feasibility of using a V-tail to reduce RAC.
4.3.1. Sizing the Vertical Stabilizer. The area of the vertical stabilizer was computed from stability
requirements in order to more accurately predict its size and weight. This required the addition of a yaw
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stability analysis in the simulation program. The vertical surface was sized to provide a cumulative yaw
stability derivative of 0.06 including the destabilizing effects of fuselage and propeller, using the relation

Sv =

⎧
2S f l f
⎪
S wbw ⎨Cn , β −
S wbw
⎪⎩

3
⎡
d f ⎞ 2 ⎤ 2d p2 l p (1 − ε s , β ) propeller C Np ,α
⎛
⎢1 − 1.76⎜
⎟ ⎥−
cfuselage ⎠ ⎥
S wbw J 2
⎢
⎝
⎣
⎦
η v lv C Lv ,α (1 − ε s , β ) vertical stabilizer

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪⎭

(4.3.1)

All variables on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3.1) are either aircraft parameters, iteration variables, or are
calculated elsewhere in the simulation program.
The lift slope of the vertical stabilizer in the denominator of Eq. (4.3.1) is not simply the lift slope of the
surface. It is more complex due to the aerodynamic interactions between the vertical and horizontal tail
surfaces. This interaction is accounted for by using an effective aspect ratio in the calculation of lift slope,

~
~
C Lv ,α = C L ,α {[1 + C L ,α π ( R Avertical stabilizer ) eff ](1 + κ L )}

(4.3.2)

This effective aspect ratio was estimated using correlations presented in Phillips (2004).
The weight of the stabilizers was calculated from the volume of each tail surface, assuming a NACA
0008 airfoil. For simplification, both surfaces were assumed to be rectangular. A conservative weight
estimate was obtained by assuming solid-balsa construction. The weights of each of the stabilizers were
summed and then added to the tail boom weight, which was calculated as in conceptual design.
4.3.2. V-tail Analysis. A V-tail configuration has a horizontal stabilizer mounted at a large dihedral
angle with a single set of control surfaces called ruddervators. The tail can be used to provide stability
and control for the aircraft in roll, pitch, and yaw through the correct mixing of control surface deflections.
The mission rules consider a V-tail to be a horizontal surface with controls plus a vertical surface without
control, whereas a conventional tail is considered to have active control on both horizontal and vertical
surfaces, a difference of $100 in RAC. It was predicted that a similarly sized V-tail could provide stability
and control as well as a conventional tail. Thus, the V-tail design was thought to have comparable weight
and a lower RAC.
One disadvantage of the V-tail configuration is that it generates counter-acting lift because the two
surfaces are inclined toward one another. The effective lift is only the vertical component of the lift
generated by the two surfaces. As a result, more induced drag is created for the same amount of
effective lift. The conventional and V-tail configurations were compared in the simulation program to
weigh the assumed RAC benefits against the decrease in performance of a V-tail.
Numerical lifting-line theory was used to analyze the aerodynamic forces and moments created by an
existing conventional tail and a replacement V-tail. The V-tail design was optimized by varying the
dihedral, span, chord, and mounting angle of the stabilizers. These parameters were refined until the
stability derivatives matched the performance of the conventional tail in both pitch and yaw. In analyzing
a number of different configurations, it was found that the preliminary design stability requirements could
be met using a V-tail with approximately 40° of dihedral or anhedral and a surface area 10% larger than
the conventional tail. It was predicted that the RAC benefits of the V-tail would outweigh the small
increase in weight and small decrease in performance.
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4.4. Washout
To improve the performance of the main wing, the use of washout as a means of reducing induced
drag was extensively investigated. Both fixed and variable washout were considered. Since the use of
variable washout affects RAC through the control surface multiplier and additional servo cost, the
simulation program was used to determine if the increase in performance was worth the additional cost.
4.4.1. Fixed Washout. The effect of washout on induced drag was analyzed using the method
presented by Phillips (2004).

The induced drag developed by a finite wing with geometric and/or

aerodynamic washout can be written as

C Di = [C L2 (1 + κ D ) − κ DL C L C L ,α Ω + κ DΩ (C L ,α Ω ) 2 ] (πR A )

(4.4.1)

where the maximum total washout, Ω, is defined as

Ω ≡ (α − α L 0 ) root − (α − α L 0 ) tip

(4.4.2)

The optimum total washout is found by differentiating Eq. (4.4.1) with respect to Ω and setting the result
equal to zero. Solving for Ω gives

Ω optimum = κ DL C Ld (2κ DΩ C L ,α )

(4.4.3)

where CLd is the design lift coefficient. To achieve minimum induced drag, the washout distribution must
also be optimized.

This optimum requires that the product of the local chord length and the local

aerodynamic angle of attack varies elliptically with the spanwise coordinate.

The optimum washout

distribution function is

ω ( z ) = 1 − 1 − (2 z b w ) 2 [c( z ) croot ]

(4.4.4)

4.4.2. Variable Washout. As previously stated, the optimum fixed washout will result in minimum
induced drag at the design operating condition. With variable washout, minimum induced drag can be
achieved at a range of operating conditions. Variable washout can be achieved using full span trailingedge flaps that are twisted along their length (twisterons). As presented by Phillips, Alley, and Goodrich
(2003), for a rectangular wing, the required total twisteron deflection for minimum induced drag is

~

δ twisteron = 4C L (πC L ,α ε f )

(4.4.5)

This results in the same induced drag as that produced by an elliptic wing of the same aspect ratio.
4.5. Motor Cutoff and Gliding Flight
In conceptual design, it was assumed that the aircraft motor would run until touchdown. In actuality,
the last portion of each lap could be flown in gliding flight. This would allow for a reduction in energy
required, leading to less battery weight, and provides a more realistic deceleration simulation during the
landing approach. The effect of velocity on drag made it impossible to accurately infer a direct relation
between the motor cutoff point and touchdown. Energy methods were investigated to determine a good
approximation for equating kinetic and potential energies at cutoff and landing, but once again, the energy
dissipated by drag was difficult to determine due to the dependence of drag on unknown velocities. The
cutoff point was found using the bisection method.

The cutoff distance was defined as the ground

distance measured backward along the flight path from the touchdown point.
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The analysis of gliding flight was accomplished with the addition of decelerating turn and climb
routines into the flight simulation program. Both of these routines used the bisection method to choose
climb and bank angles that would give the desired final velocity (assumed to be the touchdown velocity).
The decelerating turn routine was improved by limiting the altitude drop to 40% of obstacle clearance
height per 360°. If excessive drop occurred, the bank angle was reduced for a longer, constant altitude
turn. Because a shorter cutoff distance results in a longer powered flight, high drag during the glide
phase allowed for shorter mission times. Non-rotating propeller drag was taken into account for gliding
flight. For configurations with retractable gear, the gear was deployed.
Decelerating/Gliding Flight. Decelerating gliding flight was modeled by assuming no thrust from the
power plant and using the accelerating climb equations shown in Section 3.3.4. Decelerating turns were
analyzed by calculating the required angle of turn to decelerate to a desired velocity as
V2

θ = n − 1 ∫ {W [V (− D(V ) − W sin γ )]}dV
2

(4.5.1)

V1

Gliding flight was modeled using

sdeceleration = ∆H cos γ and t deceleration = V1 s deceleration

(4.5.2-3)

where γ is the climb angle (negative during descending flight) that results from the component of weight in
the direction of flight balancing the drag.
4.6. Data Collection System
To help provide a more complete analysis of the prototype aircraft, an independently-powered
electrical subsystem was designed to take in-flight measurements and transmit this data to the ground in
real time. The quantities measured are the battery current, airspeed, and acceleration. This system was
designed to transmit data up to 1000 ft to a portable computer that displayed and recorded the results.
4.6.1. Measurements. An open-loop Hall Effect sensor was used to measure the current draw from
the battery. This sensor was chosen because of its light weight. Airspeed was measured using a
lightweight silicon-based pressure transducer and a small pitot tube. The pitot tube was mounted on the
wing of the aircraft to avoid interference from the propeller slip-stream.
direction was measured using a chip mounted at the CG.

Acceleration in the vertical

The KXE00 accelerometer was chosen

because of its good noise filtering capabilities.
4.6.2. Transmission. An AD7856 chip from Analog Devices was used to convert analog signals to
digital. A 916.48-MHz ES series transmitter/receiver sent the telemetry to the ground.
4.6.3. Analysis. Once data was received, a serial interface read the data into the computer. A
software program was developed to perform the necessary calculations and display the information to the
user. This program logged the data for analysis after the flight and was able to create graphs from the
data. Warnings were also given if the battery current or g-forces exceeded predetermined values.
4.6.4. Overview. Figure 4.6.1 shows an overview of the electrical system. Measurements are taken
and passed into an analog to digital converter. The converter has a multiplexer that converts the output
into a single data stream for transmission to the ground. The receiving antenna passes the data to a
serial interface module, where a software program interprets, records, and displays the measurements.
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Figure 4.6.1. Functional diagram of data collection system design.
4.7. Three-Channel Aircraft
Early results indicated that the driving factor for the competition is RAC. As a result, the feasibility of
using a three-channel aircraft was investigated. Such an aircraft would have no ailerons. Only three
radio channels are used for flight control because only rudder, elevator (or ruddervators), and throttle are
needed. It was thought that eliminating the costs associated with ailerons would outweigh the degradation
in performance caused by the added dihedral required in the main wing.
4.7.1. Three-Channel Theory. A conventional aircraft uses ailerons for roll control. A three-channel
aircraft has no direct means of roll control. Roll is achieved indirectly with wing dihedral. For such
aircraft, roll is a secondary effect of rudder deflection. The rudder deflection causes sideslip. If sufficient
wing dihedral is present, this sideslip induces a rolling moment. The rudder size and wing dihedral are
set to produce an adequate rolling rate. The drawback of using dihedral to produce a rolling rate is the
loss of effective lift. As with a V-tail, the effective lift is only the vertical component of the lift generated by
the two surfaces. Therefore, induced drag is greater for the same amount of effective lift.
4.7.2. Three-Channel V-tail. Preliminary results indicated a V-tail would achieve a higher score
because of the reduced RAC. Since rudder deflection is used in three-channel aircraft to initiate a rolling
moment, the orientation of the V-tail can play an important role. Figure 4.7.1 shows the rear view of
upright and inverted V-tails with rudder deflection.
Rudder deflection causes yaw in the same direction for both configurations. Thus, the rolling moment
caused by wing dihedral for each tail has the same magnitude and direction. For an upright V-tail, the
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Figure 4.7.1. Rolling moment contributions for two V-tail configurations.
rolling moment caused by rudder deflection opposes that caused by sideslip. For an inverted V-tail, the
rolling moment induced by rudder deflection adds to that caused by sideslip. Also, for an inverted V-tail,
the tail anhedral produces a rolling moment that opposes that produced by the dihedral of the main wing.
For the upright V-tail, the rolling moment caused by the dihedral in the tail adds to that caused by the
dihedral in the wing. Because it was difficult to intuitively determine which configuration would result in
the required rolling rate with the lowest lift, drag, and weight penalties, a detailed analysis was necessary.
4.7.3. Roll-Control Analysis. The highest-scoring aircraft from the genetic algorithm was modeled
with both an inverted and upright V-tail. Using numerical lifting-line theory, the dihedral and area of each
V-tail were determined to ensure pitch and yaw stability while also making an effort to keep the
dimensions of the fuselage-tail assembly inside the 4x2x1 ft box.
To obtain roll characteristics, an existing three-channel RC aircraft with adequate handling
characteristics was modeled using numerical lifting-line theory. It was determined that a dimensionless
rolling rate of 0.02 was adequate for control of a small aircraft. This dimensionless rolling rate was then
used as an input to the numerical lifting-line analysis from

p V = 2 p bw

(4.7.1)

Assuming a rudder deflection of 20°, the rudder size and the main-wing dihedral were iteratively
modified to drive the rolling and yawing moments of the entire aircraft to zero. Each iteration involved two
steps. First, a rudder deflection was used in the numerical lifting-line analysis and the computed stability
and control derivatives were used to solve for the sideslip angle using
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β = − Cn,δ r ∆δ rudder Cn, β

(4.7.2)

Second, the analysis was repeated using rudder deflection and the sideslip angle to obtain the rolling
moment. To account for the fuselage contributions to the roll characteristics, the addition of 3° of dihedral
for low-mounted wings or the subtraction of 2° of dihedral for high-mounted wings was used. Table 4.7.1
shows a summary of the results obtained for the two V-tail orientations. Both orientations were tested
with a low wing mounted the same distance from the quarter chord of the V-tail. The V-tail dihedral and
surface area affect the stability of the aircraft, while the tail flap chord fraction and wing dihedral affect the
rolling rate. It was observed that the wing dihedral has the greatest influence on roll.
Configuration
Upright V-Tail
Inverted V-tail

Flap Chord
Fraction (%)
30
30

V-tail
Angle (°)
41.5
−41.0

Actual Surface
Area (ft2)
1.62
1.50

Wing
Dihedral (°)
9.0
9.5

Table 4.7.1. Results of the roll analysis for a three-channel aircraft with V-tail configurations.
4.7.4. Three-Channel V-tail Results. The information in Table 4.7.1 suggests there is no clear
optimum. The upright V-tail requires slightly less wing dihedral, which translates into a smaller lift and
drag penalty. However, the actual tail surface of the upright V-tail is larger than for the inverted V-tail.
This larger tail surface translates into increased weight. Because weight affects both aircraft performance
and RAC, the prototype was built with an inverted V-tail.
The prototype aircraft’s ailerons were sized to give adequate roll control in the absence of wing
dihedral. This was done as a source of roll control redundancy. Upon satisfactory demonstration of the
capabilities of the aircraft in three-channel configuration, the ailerons were disabled.
4.8. Genetic Algorithm
A significant amount of complexity was added to the simulation program for preliminary design, yet
there arose a need for greater resolution within the design space. Previous experience showed that a
grid search would either require a prohibitive amount of time using a fine grid or would risk missing a
global optimum with a coarse grid.

Other methods, such as hill-climbing methods, which require a

smooth, differentiable solution space, were unsuited to this design problem. Another problem with these
types of methods is that they stop searching once a local maximum has been discovered, even though a
better global maximum may still exist. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.8.1.
To address these concerns, a genetic algorithm was implemented for all further optimizations.
Genetic algorithms mimic Darwin’s principle of natural selection to produce better solutions to complex
problems.

For this design problem, each aircraft could be considered as an “organism”, while the

parameters such as wingspan, wing area, landing gear type, etc., could be considered as “genes” of that
organism, or solution. Each organism was rated by the combined score of the SRM and RSM, where
only the “fittest” survive. By combining the characteristics of each solution, new and better solutions were
obtained within the aircraft “population.” Genetic algorithms also implement “mutation” rates that allow
solutions to jump around the design space to find better optimums. This method can be much faster and
more accurate than a grid search, as well as more likely to find the global maximum than other methods.
In order to implement a genetic algorithm, the entire simulation was compiled as a DLL function that could
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Figure 4.8.1. Two-dimensional solution space illustrating local and global maximums.

be called from a spreadsheet containing all of the program inputs. The genetic algorithm could then be
loaded as a spreadsheet add-in to spawn the optimum aircraft.
Another advantage of using a genetic algorithm as the optimization program was that it easily allowed
each mission to have a different propeller. Implementation of a genetic algorithm was successful and
converged solutions were obtained approximately 100 times faster than using the grid search method.
One difficulty that was encountered with the genetic algorithm occurred in finding the optimum motor. A
significant and unlikely mutation was required to modify the motor and airframe simultaneously to produce
a competitive solution because the airframe is built around the power plant.

Usually, once the

optimization rested on one motor for a few generations, the airframe would quickly adapt itself to that
motor, making it difficult to mutate to a different motor. However, mutations in the genetic algorithm
allowed other parameters to mutate late in the optimization process. In order to prevent motor stagnation,
optimizations were run on multiple computers with the motor fixed. From the resulting aircraft optimums,
an overall optimum aircraft was obtained.
4.9. Prototype Design
The preliminary design results confirmed the trend noted during conceptual design; that low RAC,
rather than high performance, was the driving force in finding the optimal aircraft configuration. For
example, the prototype design obtained using the genetic algorithm had a low load factor, low battery
weight, and a V-tail, which all gave lower RAC compared to the alternatives. A summary of various
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parameters defining the prototype design are listed in Table 4.9.1. Some critical results, such as takeoff
distance and battery current, are also shown.
Aircraft Parameter
Motor Name
Gear Ratio
Battery Name
Propeller Diameter 1
Pitch to Diameter Ratio 1
Propeller Diameter 2
Pitch to Diameter Ratio 2
Number of Battery Cells
Number of Motors
Wingspan
Wing Area
Load Factor
CG to Tail 1/4 Chord
Control Surface Type
Landing Gear Type
Planform
Tail Configuration

Top Aircraft Value
Kontronic 500-24
4.2
Sanyo 1700 AUP
17.12 in
0.79
16.71 in
0.76
13
1
7.63 ft
4.93 ft2
3.18 g
1.84 ft
NONE
Fixed Gear
Rectangular
V-Tail

Output Parameter

SRM Score
RSM Score
TFM
SRM % Capacity Left
RSM % Capacity Left
SRM Takeoff Distance
RSM Takeoff Distance
SRM Average Current
RSM Average Current
SRM Max Current
RSM Max Current
Loaded Weight

RAC
Total Aircraft Length
Tail Span / Wingspan

Top Aircraft Value
172.06
108.80
280.86
0.10
0.09
138.29 ft
140.00 ft
49.98 Amps
37.39 Amps
71.35 Amps
67.53 Amps
15.86 lbf
$8,318
3.44 ft
0.25

Table 4.9.1. Preliminary design optimum aircraft parameters.
To ensure the optimum design predicted by the genetic algorithm did not occur on a narrow summit,
causing unreasonably tight manufacturing tolerances, a sensitivity analysis was performed. Sensitivity
plots for wing area, wingspan, and battery weight were created. The plots for wing area and battery
weight were similar to those shown in the conceptual design results. The wingspan sensitivity plot, Fig.
4.9.1, shows that only a narrow window of wingspans allow for scoring flights on both the SRM and RSM.
This is due to the fact that the RSM is a four-lap mission whereas the SRM is a three-lap mission, yet
both use the same battery pack. Therefore, a propeller with a smaller diameter and higher pitch will be
used for the SRM, allowing the aircraft to fly faster. The use of a smaller propeller for the RSM reduced
available thrust and limited the range of wingspans that would allow the aircraft to take off.

If the

wingspan were too short, the wing would have a low aspect ratio and therefore produce more drag
making it difficult to make the takeoff distance. However, if the wingspan were too large, the wing
stiffness would have to be increased. This would increase the wing weight, thus limiting the wingspans
that could make takeoff.
Several other aspects of the design, were refined for use on the prototype. These features can be
seen in Fig. 4.9.2. The payload-release mechanisms were built into the wing and activated by the use of
a pull-pull cable system controlled by a single servo. Removable wings were designed in order to fit the
aircraft in the box. This was accomplished by using an aluminum/plywood composite joiner to connect
the two semispans. The wing assembly was then secured to the fuselage using two dowels which fit into
corresponding holes on the forward bulkhead. A quick-release aluminum pin connected the trailing edge
to the aft bulkhead and fastened the semispans together.
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Figure 4.9.1. Variation of TFM with wingspan holding all other prototype parameters constant.

Figure 4.9.2. Payload release mechanism (top left), wing quick-release subassembly (top right), ailerons
used in conventional testing mode (bottom left), and aerodynamic twist (bottom right).
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4.10. Preliminary Design Conclusions and Lessons Learned From Prototype Testing
From preliminary design, it was concluded that a small increase in TFM could be obtained if a threechannel aircraft were used. Due to the uncertainty in handling characteristics of this configuration, the
prototype design was built to operate in a three-channel mode and a conventional mode employing
ailerons. While the use of twisterons was thoroughly analyzed, it was concluded that the performance
improvement was outweighed by the increase in RAC. Therefore, fixed aerodynamic twist was used in
the wing of the prototype to achieve minimum induced drag at the design operating condition.
The prototype was subjected to extensive flight testing to validate and improve on the results
obtained from the simulation program and to determine which configuration to use for final design.
Several key lessons were learned from prototype testing.

The nose-wheel steering assembly was

redesigned to improve ground handling in high-speed taxi tests.

Additionally, it was noted that the

inverted V-tail did not provide adequate yaw stability. This was resolved by adding a vertical surface to
provide the necessary stability, thus modifying the prototype. The size of the vertical surface was varied
until acceptable handling characteristics were achieved. Upon examining the methods for calculating yaw
stability, it was found that the destabilizing effects of the fuselage were underestimated, and the yaw
stability derivative used for design was inadequate for small aircraft. To eliminate these problems in the
final design, the prototype with the added vertical stabilizer was modeled using numerical lifting-line
theory and the resulting yaw stability derivative was calculated. This derivative was used as the yaw
stability design criteria for the final aircraft.
Initially, when considering the V-tail it was thought that RAC savings would boost mission scores
despite the decreased performance and increased weight.

However, it was found during prototype

construction and testing that an additional servo was needed to steer the nose gear with a V-tail
configuration. The servo was determined to be more cost-effective than a mechanical linkage between
the nose gear and V-tail control surfaces. The increased cost of the servo negated the savings in RAC of
the V-tail over the conventional tail. Therefore, the conventional tail was chosen for final design due to its
increased performance.
5. Detail Design
Analyses and testing undertaken in detail design included airfoil analysis, dynamic stability analysis
and testing, control systems analysis, propulsion system analysis and testing, and structural finite
element analysis.

This effort resulted in several significant changes to the aircraft design. Design

alterations included selection of an optimum airfoil, selection of a more appropriate propulsion system,
and redesign of the empennage using the conventional tail configuration. Manufacturing and test plans
were also developed and implemented, and a detailed drawing package was prepared.
5.1. Engineering Requirements
To ensure safe and successful flight, the final competition aircraft design had to meet an established
set of engineering requirements.

Constraints on many of these requirements were determined in

preliminary design and prototype testing. The primary focus of detail design was to meet or, where
appropriate, exceed these requirements.

The engineering requirements and design goals for detail

design phase are listed in Table 5.1.1.
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Engineering Requirements
Gross Weight w/o Payloads (lbf)
Battery Pack Weight (lbf)
Takeoff Distance (ft)
SRM Flight Time (min)
RSM Flight Time (min)
Disassembled Dimensions (ft)
Disassembly Time (s)
Rated Aircraft Cost ($1000)
Load Factor Limit with Payloads (g)
Lift Limit (lbf)
External Payload Support per Wing (lbf)
Maximum Lift Coefficient
Maximum Lift-To-Drag Ratio
Maximum Speed Empty (ft/s)
Static Margin (%)
Yaw Stability Derivative
Divergent Mode Doubling Time (s)

Required
< 55
<3
< 150
< 12
< 12
4x2x1
N/A
N/A
2.5
30.09
6
N/A
N/A
N/A
5 ~ 20
0.06 ~ 0.15
>1

Goal
10
1.5
140
5
6
4x2x1
71
8.5
3.5
50
10
1.60
12
90
17
0.15
>3

Table 5.1.1. Engineering requirements for the final aircraft configuration.
5.2. Component Selection and Systems Architecture
To optimize the aircraft and meet engineering requirements, the aircraft was divided into the following
subsystems: the main wing and airfoil, control, structural, payload carriage and release, and propulsion.
System architecture was required to allow all components to fit into the aircraft and still allow for payloads
to be flown in the internal configuration without interfering with flight controls. Additionally, the aircraft
design needed to allow for quick disassembly.
The main wing and airfoil system was analyzed using boundary layer code to gather airfoil data,
which was used to optimize the score as a function of airfoil properties. The results of prototype testing
were used to determine necessary control system parameters. The reliability of servos, motor controllers,
and radio receivers was deemed to be of great importance, since failure of these components would likely
result in a zero-scoring flight and possible loss of the aircraft. The structural system was analyzed using
finite element analysis to predict failure modes and understand the load distribution in the wing. The
payload carriage and release system went through an iterative design process until it met its
predetermined design constraints. The propulsion system was verified using a takeoff analysis program
that accounted for the decreased voltage in successive takeoffs.
5.2.1. Airfoil Selection. The choice of an airfoil affects the TFM through the parasitic drag and
maximum lift coefficients. Reduction of parasitic drag can reduce flight times and an increase in the
maximum lift coefficient can lead to shorter takeoffs and tighter turns. To isolate the effect of the airfoil on
aircraft performance, all other aircraft parameters were fixed at the prototype values. The prototype
aircraft’s predicted performance was used to make approximations for the change in score with respect to
the wing parasitic drag coefficient and maximum lift coefficient. These changes in score were used as
weighting factors to find the optimum airfoil.
Airfoil Analysis. It is not obvious which airfoil is optimal for a given task.

Clearly, a higher lift

coefficient with a lower drag coefficient will always be desirable. However, these parameters are highly
dependent upon the operating conditions. One airfoil may have superior lift characteristics at a certain
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Reynolds number and angle of attack, but may become ineffective as flight velocity changes. Another
airfoil may have moderately good lift characteristics over a wide range of operating conditions. It was
necessary to compile a database of airfoil lift and drag data before it was possible to determine which
airfoil was best for the DBF mission requirements. All airfoil data were taken at the cruise Reynolds
number of 350,000, which was predicted in preliminary design. The public license software, XFOIL, was
used to perform analyses that included viscous effects on 246 different airfoils.

Airfoils considered

included the NACA 4 and 5 digit series, the Eppler series, and others. Source panels were refined to
facilitate convergence of the viscous nonlinear elliptic system of equations in XFOIL. Data was taken,
ranging from the zero-lift to the maximum-lift angles of attack, for each airfoil at intervals of 0.25°.
Mission Score Approximation. Airfoil performance influences mission score through RAC and flight
time. The predicted score from using a different airfoil was found as a function of these parameters to be

Score = Score 0 [(12 − t ) RAC 0 ] [(12 − t 0 ) RAC]

(5.2.1)

where the 0 subscript indicates a reference value from the prototype aircraft (described in Table 4.9.1).
Approximation of RAC. It was necessary to develop a relationship for RAC as a function of wing
area, as the required wing area is airfoil dependent. The contribution of wing area to RAC was separated
from the total RAC of the aircraft, which resulted in

RAC = 6961 + 277 S w

(5.2.2)

where 6961 and 277 are constants based on the prototype aircraft.
Flight Time. In Eq. (5.2.1), the flight time, t, was approximated as

t = t 0 V0 V

(5.2.3)

The distance averaged velocity, V, is a function of Sw and drag. Assuming a fixed available thrust gives

T = T0 → D = D0

(5.2.4)

because for a given thrust the flight speed will increase until the drag force is balanced. Separating the
parasitic drag from the total drag of Eq. (5.2.4) leads to

(C Da + C Dp wing )(1 2) ρV 2 S w = (C Da 0 + C Dp wing 0 )(1 2) ρV02 S w0

(5.2.5)

Solving Eq. (5.2.5) for V gives

V = (C Da 0 + C Dp wing 0 ) S w0V02 (C Da + C Dp wing ) S w

(5.2.6)

Mission Score. Substituting Eqs. (5.2.2), (5.2.3), and (5.2.6) into Eq. (5.2.1) yields

⎛
(C Da + C Dp wing ) S w
Score = Score 0 ⎜ (12 − t )
⎜
(C Da 0 + C Dp wing 0 ) S w0
⎝

⎞ 6961.1 + 277.2 S
w0
(12 − t 0 ) ⎟
⎟ 6961.1 + 277.2 S w
⎠

(5.2.7)

which gives score as a function of Sw (and thus CLmax) and CD. In comparing the performance of different
airfoils, the effects of CLmax and CDp wing on the flight score were found by differentiating Eq. (5.2.7),

∂ Score
,
S w = S w0
∂C Dp − wing
C Dp wing = C Dp wing 0

∂ Score ∂ Score ∂S w
=
S w = S w0
∂C Lmax
∂S w ∂C Lmax
C Lmax = C Lmax 0

(5.2.8-9)
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Wing Area vs. Maximum Lift Coefficient. The relationship between Sw and CLmax was found by
approximating the takeoff acceleration distance as

sacceleration = 1.21W 2 ρgS wC Lmax (T − D − Fr ) 0.7Vliftoff

(5.2.10)

Lifting-line theory was used to obtain CLmax for the wing from the airfoil properties. Using Eq. (5.2.10) to
equate the prototype takeoff distance with the takeoff distance of the modified wing and simplifying gives

W 2 S wC Lmax = W02 S w0C Lmax 0

(5.2.11)

The weight contribution from the main wing was separated from the total aircraft weight as

W = 9.113 + 0.154 S w

(5.2.12)

Substituting Eq. (5.2.12) into Eq. (5.2.11) results in

(9.113 + 0.154 S w ) 2 S wC Lmax = (9.113 + 0.154 S w0 ) 2 S w0C Lmax 0

(5.2.13)

Equation (5.2.13) was solved for Sw and then differentiated with respect to CLmax for use in Eq. (5.2.9).
Comparison of Airfoils. The majority of competition flight time is spent in turning or steady level flight.
There are also two missions, each having two weight configurations (with and without payloads), resulting
in eight operating conditions that must be considered. All airfoils were rated on their performance at
these eight conditions. For each operating condition, the change in score was computed as

∆ Score =

∂Score ∂S w
∂ Score
(C Dp wing − C Dp wing 0 ) +
(C Lmax − C Lmax 0 )
∂S w ∂C Lmax
∂C Dp wing

(5.2.14)

Depending on operating conditions, the partial derivatives of score with wing parasitic drag coefficient and
wing area ranged from − 437 to − 1053, and − 14.6 to − 17.7 ft−2, respectively. The change in wing area with
maximum lift coefficient was − 4.1 ft2 for all operating conditions. Total change in score was calculated by
using a distance-based weighted average of the flight conditions predicted by flight simulation.
Selected Airfoil. The airfoil that resulted in the largest increase in score relative to the prototype airfoil
(an Eppler 584) was the NASA/Langley LS(1)-0421 airfoil. Since the solution space is multidimensional
and the change in score was linearized, another iteration on Eq. (5.2.14) was performed. The weighting
factors were evaluated relative to the LS(1)-0421 to calculate another relative score for each airfoil.
The airfoil that produced the highest predicted increase in mission score from the second iteration
was the Eppler 748. Table 5.2.1 provides a detailed breakdown of the change in score resulting from

CDp wing and CLmax. The polars of this airfoil are shown in Fig. 5.2.1 at the cruise Reynolds number.
Flight Condition

SRM Loaded Climb
SRM Loaded Turn
SRM Unloaded Climb
SRM Unloaded Turn
RSM Loaded Climb
RSM Loaded Turn
RSM Unloaded Climb
RSM Unloaded Turn

% of Flight
18.9
8.8
9.8
5.0
18.5
8.9
20.0
10.0

∆ Score CDp wing
0.24
0.78
0.19
-0.06
0.11
2.56
0.42
0.31

∆ Score CLmax
3.27
1.53
1.70
0.87
2.63
1.26
2.85
1.42
Total =

∆ Score Total
3.50
2.31
1.89
0.81
2.74
3.83
3.27
1.73
20.08

Table 5.2.1. Change in score resulting from CDp wing and CLmax for each flight condition.
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Figure 5.2.1. Polars for Eppler 748 airfoil at the cruise Reynolds number of 350,000.
5.2.2. Stability and Control Systems. Results of prototype testing were used to modify the stability
requirements and finalize the design of the tail surface geometry and control-surface sizes and locations.
Tail Surface Geometry. The yaw stability requirement for the final aircraft was met by augmenting the
vertical surface with a significant amount of anhedral to the horizontal surface. The span of the horizontal
surface was limited to 25% of the main wing span to avoid RAC penalties. The span and anhedral of the
horizontal surface were altered to meet both pitch and yaw stability requirements outlined in section 5.3.2,
while allowing clearance for rotation during takeoff.
Control Surface Sizing and Location. For detail design, the control surfaces were sized to give
adequate control and trim of the aircraft over a wide range of operating conditions. The flap chord
fraction was increased to give the desired control response at any flight condition with no more than a 20°
control surface deflection to ensure high flap effectiveness.

Takeoff was deemed the critical flight

condition since it is when the control surface deflection required for trim reaches its maximum. For
sufficient control, the elevators were sized to ensure that the aircraft could be properly trimmed during
flight with an elevator deflection of less than 10°.
As in preliminary design, the rudder was sized and the wing dihedral angle was adjusted to provide
adequate roll control for the aircraft in the absence of ailerons. The rudder portion of the vertical stabilizer
was kept near the aircraft’s fuselage center line so that the rudder force moment arm would be reduced,
thus reducing the opposing rolling moment caused by the rudder deflection. This slightly decreases the
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required dihedral in the wing, which increases performance. Additionally, anhedral was added to the
horizontal stabilizer in order to the reduce the required size of the vertical stabilizer.
5.2.3. FEA of Structural System. A finite element analysis of the wing was performed using I-DEAS
software to determine how much of the load is carried by the spar and to predict the effects of different
payload configurations. Solid tetrahedral elements were used to mesh the spar components and thin
shell elements were used to represent the ribs and sheeting, as shown in Fig. 5.2.2. Smeared properties
were used to model the Monokote-covered balsa that forms the skin of the wing. The material properties
required for the analysis included the modulus of elasticity, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. The
modulus of elasticity for each material was calculated using the results of non-destructive bending tests.
Each Poisson’s ratio was taken from the I-DEAS material database and shear moduli were found using
the relation G = E [ 2(1 + ν )]. Destructive tests were performed to determine the materials’ strengths.
The preliminary design flight simulation program predicted the aircraft would experience a load factor of
3.3 during maneuvers. For this load factor, an evenly distributed pressure load of 25.75 lbf was applied to
the bottom of the wing to simulate aerodynamic lifting forces. The weight of the fuselage was simulated
with a 15.5 lbf point load placed 2.125 in from the wing center. For the case of external payloads, a load
of 9.9 lbf was positioned on the spar 1 in from the wingtip. For the case of internal payloads, the fuselage
weight was increased accordingly.

Drag forces were disregarded for the structural analysis.

To

constrain the wing, plane-symmetric boundary conditions were placed on the wing-spar joiner.

Figure 5.2.2. Wing mesh, boundary conditions, and loads.
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As shown in Fig. 5.2.3, deflection and stresses in the wing with internal payloads were greater than
when carrying external payloads. A 2.93 in wingtip deflection was predicted for internal payloads, while
only 0.44 in of deflection was predicted for the external payloads. In both cases, the highest stress
concentrations occurred in the wing-spar joiner. However, since the aluminum used in the wing-spar
joiner is stronger than the wood used in the wing, the limiting stress was found to be in the spar stringers.
Beyond an 8 g load, the point of failure was predicted to be in the stringers near the ends of the wing-spar
joiner as shown in Fig. 5.2.3. Destructive testing of an actual wing showed that the wing structure failed
in the spar stringers at a 7.25 g load, validating the finite element analysis.
In the conceptual and preliminary design phases, the spar was assumed to carry the entire load. In
detail design, finite element analysis was applied to the isolated spar and full wing. The results show that
although the spar carries the majority of the bending load, the ribs and sheeting significantly increase the
wing’s resistance to deflection and failure. By comparing the deflection of the spar with the deflection of
the composite wing, it was found that the spar holds about 67% of the wing loading. Therefore, the spar
dimensions determined in preliminary design were approximately 30% larger than necessary, which
allowed the spar to be resized in detail design, significantly reducing the weight of the wing.
5.2.4. Payload Carriage and Release. Fuselage width was determined by the diameter of the
payloads, which must be carried internally during the RSM. The internal components were streamlined
with the payloads to minimize interior volume. The internal bulkheads were designed to have a U-shape

Figure 5.2.3. Displacement of wing and distribution of stress along wing.
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that created a cradle for the payload. This supports and centers the bottom payload on the fuselage
center line. Nylon webbing with a riveted snap was fixed to the bulkheads to secure the payloads.
Designing an adequate mechanism for remote payload release involved many design iterations.
Three design constraints were defined by the competition rules: 1) the mechanism must hold the 3 lbf
weight during all operating conditions; 2) the payloads must fall freely from the aircraft at a predetermined
location; 3) the payloads must be able to be reattached between sorties. In order to reduce RAC and
save weight, only one servo will be used to release both payloads.
The payload release mechanism consists of a three-piece mount made of 2025 aluminum, detailed in
drawing DBF05-004. One portion of the mount attaches aft of the wing spar and receives a bracket from
the payload. This bracket has a flange that interlocks with the payload release pin. The mounting piece
in front of the spar mates with the payload bracket at a 45° angle from the bottom of the spar to allow the
bracket to slide free when the pin is pulled. The mechanism ensures that when the payload is in place,
the weight is evenly distributed on both sides of the spar.

The servo used to control the release

mechanism is mounted 8 in from the aircraft centerline in the right wing. It is connected to the release
mechanism in the right wing via a pull mechanism that retracts the pin from the mounting bracket thus
releasing the payload. When the servo is actuated in the opposite direction it drives a push rod whose
motion is converted to a pull action to release the payload on the left wing.
5.2.5. Propulsion System Optimization. The critical operating condition for propulsion performance
was determined to be the final loaded takeoff of each mission. Takeoff distance at this condition was
used to optimize the final propulsion system. At the final takeoff, much of the battery will have already
been discharged and the battery voltage will be lower than at the start of the mission. The reduced
voltage results in a slower propeller rotational speed which produces less thrust. For the final propulsion
analysis, a margin of error of 10 ft was used, reducing the acceptable takeoff distance to 140 ft. Takeoff
distances were predicted using the takeoff analysis presented in Section 3.3.4.
Motor. The Kontronik FUN 600-25 motor with a 4.2 gear ratio was selected by the genetic algorithm.
As the core of the propulsion system, all other propulsion components were designed around this motor.
Battery. Because substantial penalties in RAC are incurred for increasing battery weight, it would be
ideal to optimize the propulsion system without increasing the number of cells. The battery pack selected
by the genetic algorithm consisted of 17 GP2000 NiMH cells. Battery current was modeled to ensure that
current levels did not exceed tolerable limits of the system components during takeoff.
Propeller. To avoid RAC penalties, the propulsion system was optimized using takeoff to select an
appropriate propeller. When selecting the optimum propeller, it is important to understand the effects of
varying propeller diameter and pitch, given a fixed motor and voltage. Larger diameter propellers are
more efficient, yet require more motor torque and current. As the current increases, the motor voltage
decreases due to circuit resistance. This causes larger diameter propellers to spin slower, which reduces
thrust. Proper balance of these tradeoffs will yield an optimum diameter. Propellers with a shallow pitch
provide more thrust at low airspeeds (such as takeoff), and less thrust at high airspeeds.

These

characteristics can be seen in Fig. 5.2.4.
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Fig. 5.2.4. Thrust characteristics with varying diameter and pitch-to-diameter ratio.

A compromise between takeoff distance and flight time was used to determine which propeller would
result in the highest score. The optimum propeller was determined to be the propeller with the highest
pitch-to-diameter ratio that could still take off in less than 140 ft. This would ensure the highest thrust
while in flight, and the fastest mission time. Recommendations from the genetic algorithm were used as a
starting point for propeller optimization. For the SRM, this was a 16.26x10.84 propeller, and for the RSM,
a 16.12x11.29 propeller was predicted to be optimum. Since propellers are only commercially available
in 1 in increments, the closest available alternative was chosen. When multiple propellers seemed to
provide near-optimum characteristics, the mission simulation program was run with each propeller to
predict the TFM. The propeller which provided the highest TFM was selected. A 16x10 propeller will be
used with the SRM, and a 16x11 propeller will be used with the RSM.
5.3. Final Aircraft Performance Analysis
Based on the final geometry and weight of the aircraft, performance characteristics were determined
using lifting-line analysis, the original dynamic stability program, and the optimization program.

All

calculations include the contributions of the fuselage, payloads, and rotating propeller.
5.3.1. Aerodynamic Coefficients and Derivatives. Using lifting-line analysis, the stability, control,
and damping derivatives for the aircraft were calculated for takeoff and cruising flight for the three loading
configurations encountered during the missions. Table 5.3.1 lists the derivatives for steady level flight
with the payloads on the wingtips.
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Stability Derivatives
5.9332
CL,α
0.5037
CD,α
0.0000
CY,α
0.0000
Cl,α
−0.8522
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Cm,α
Cn,α
CL,β
CD,β
CY,β
Cl,β
Cm,β
Cn,β

−0.6272
0.0110
0.0000
0.1265

Control Derivatives
0.0000
CL,δa
0.0000
CD,δa
0.0000
CY,δa
0.0000
Cl,δa
0.0000
Cm,δa
0.0000
Cn,δa
0.5133
CL,δe
0.0128
CD,δe
0.0000
CY,δe
0.0000
Cl,δe

Cm,δe
Cn,δe
CL,δ r
CD,δr
CY,δr
Cl,δr
Cm,δr
Cn,δr

−1.2550
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1560
0.0109
0.0000
0.0423

Damping Derivatives
0.0000
CL,p
0.0000
CD,p

CY,p
Cl,p
Cm,p
Cn,p
CL,q
CD,q
CY,q
Cl,q
Cm,q
Cn,q
CL,r
CD,r
CY,r
Cl,r
Cm,r
Cn,r

−0.1770
−0.6798
0.0000
−0.1759
4.5139
0.4013
0.0000
0.0000
−7.6837
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4391
0.3138
0.0000
−0.0879

Table 5.3.1. Stability and control derivatives for the final design.
5.3.2. Static Stability. Sufficient yaw stability is difficult to attain for closely coupled aircraft. Testing
of the prototype demonstrated that the yaw stability derivative of 0.06 was insufficient. The short overall
length of the aircraft coupled with the 9.5° dihedral in the wings increased the yaw stability requirement.
A new yaw stability requirement of 0.12 for the competition aircraft was established after modeling the
modified prototype aircraft in a numerical lifting line program. When the aircraft length was fixed at the
optimum value, the vertical surface required for yaw stability became unreasonably large. It was decided
that adding anhedral to the horizontal tail would augment the yaw stability enough to reduce the vertical
surface to a more acceptable size. Stability of an aircraft with this tail configuration had already been
tested with the modified prototype aircraft.

Prototype testing also validated the pitch stability

requirements used in preliminary design. Accordingly, the competition aircraft was designed to meet the
same pitch stability criteria. The roll stability of the competition aircraft is governed by the wing dihedral
necessary to initiate a roll with the rudder. Prototype testing verified that the 9.5° dihedral used in
preliminary design was adequate. Table 5.3.2 lists the roll, pitch, and yaw stability derivatives over the
range of expected lift coefficients.

CL
Cl β
Cm,α
Cn,β

0.2
-0.0860
-1.3329
0.1287

0.4
-0.0693
-1.2314
0.1255

0.6
-0.0529
-1.1388
0.1229

0.8
-0.0359
-1.0774
0.1228

1.0
-0.0176
-0.9691
0.1275

1.2
-0.0038
-0.9226
0.1247

1.4
0.0110
-0.8522
0.1265

1.6
0.0266
-0.6804
0.1356

Table 5.3.2. Stability derivatives at expected lift coefficients.
5.3.3. Dynamic Stability. A complete dynamic stability analysis was performed to compute the five
dynamic modes. Stability and damping derivatives were calculated based on lifting-line theory. These
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derivatives, along with the aircraft parameters and flight conditions, were used to perform dynamic
stability analyses for three loading conditions; unloaded, internal payloads, and external payloads. Since
desirable dynamic stability characteristics of RC aircraft are not well documented, dynamic stability
requirements were based on the dynamic stability characteristics of the modified prototype. In addition, it
was ensured that any quarter period of oscillation did not coincide with the pilot reaction time, assumed to
be 0.5 s, as this could lead to mode excitation. Dynamic stability characteristics for the prototype aircraft
in its most unstable flight condition are displayed in Table 5.3.3.
Damping
Rate (s-1)
Short
Phugoid
Roll
Spiral
Dutch Roll

3.627
0.081
2.355
0.174
0.323

Natural Freq.
ωn, (s-1)
8.254
0.864
N/A
N/A
2.401

Damped
Freq.ωd (s-1)
7.414
0.860
N/A
N/A
2.379

Period
(s)
0.847
7.303
N/A
N/A
2.641

Damping
Ratio, ζ
0.439
0.0937
N/A
N/A
0.134

50% Damping /
Doubling Time (s)
0.191
8.560
0.294
3.991
2.148

Table 5.3.3. Characteristics of the dynamic modes for the prototype aircraft.
The dynamic stability analysis was improved for the competition aircraft to include takeoff, cruise,
and turning flight conditions with the three payload configurations. Table 5.3.4 lists the stability modes for
the critical configuration, which was determined to be the external payload configuration.

Takeoff
Cruise
Turn (3g)
Phugoid
Takeoff
Cruise
Turn (3g)
Roll
Takeoff
Cruise
Turn (3g)
Spiral
Takeoff
Cruise
Turn (3g)
Dutch Roll
Takeoff
Cruise
Turn (3g)

Damping
Rate (s-1)
4.030
7.828
7.839

Natural Freq.
ωn, (s-1)
9.259
18.19
18.15

0.0817
0.103
0.0241

1.023
0.553
1.191

Damped
Freq. ωd (s-1)
8.336
16.42
16.37
1.020
0.543
1.191

Period
(s)
0.753
0.383
0.383

Damping
Ratio, ζ
0.435
0.430
0.432

50% Damping /
Doubling Time (s)
0.172
0.089
0.088

6.162
1.157
5.275

0.0798
0.187
0.0202

8.488
6.721
28.77

1.943
3.597
2.823

0.357
0.193
0.246

-0.154
-0.044
0.266
0.305
0.572
0.912

4.5
15.59
2.6
2.128
3.908
3.873

2.106
3.864
3.764

2.983
1.626
1.669

0.143
0.147
0.235

2.271
1.211
0.760

Table 5.3.4. Dynamic stability modes of final aircraft for critical operating condition.
5.4. Final Aircraft Specifications
The flight simulation program was updated to reflect improved accuracy in motor/battery data, weight
estimation, maximum lift coefficient, and stability requirements. The genetic algorithm was then run on 27
computers. Each computer was fixed on one motor from an updated database of available motors.
Table 5.4.1 summarizes optimum aircraft specifications that resulted from running the genetic algorithm.
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Many of the parameters in Table 5.4.1 are similar to the values used for the prototype. For example,
the load factor, wingspan, and total aircraft length are within 10% of previous values.

One major

difference is that a conventional tail was chosen in place of a V-tail. This was a direct result of the
lessons learned from prototype testing. From the prototype, it was observed that a V-tail required an
extra servo to provide adequate nose-wheel steering control as well as more surface area to provide yaw
stability. A larger motor and battery were chosen as a result of more accurate and stringent penalty
functions imposed on average and maximum current draw. The TFM improved by about 10 points,
indicating that the points gained from correcting overestimates in weight from preliminary design and
choosing an optimized airfoil outweighed the points lost from requiring higher yaw stability and using
improved motor and battery constants.
Geometry Parameter
Total Airplane Length
Wingspan
Height
Wing Area
Aspect Ratio
Elevator Control Volume
Rudder Control Volume
Wing Dihedral Angle
Vertical Stabilizer Area
Horizontal Stabilizer Area
Horizontal Stabilizer Angle
Wing Airfoil
Fuselage Height
Fuselage Width
Performance Parameter

CLmax
(L/D)max
Maximum Rate of Climb
Stall Speed (Empty)
Stall Speed (GVW)
Maximum Speed
Takeoff Field Length (Empty)
Takeoff Field Length (GVW)
Design Load Factor
SRM Figure of Merit
RSM Figure of Merit
Total Figure of Merit
SRM Final Amp Hours
RSM Final Amp Hours
Average Current Draw
Maximum Current Draw
Distance Averaged CL
Airplane Parasitic CD
Rated Aircraft Cost

Value Units
3.84 ft
7.44 ft
0.75 ft
5.81 ft2
9.52
1.47 ft3
1.28 ft3
9.50 deg
0.42 ft2
1.74 ft2
37.00 deg
Eppler 748
0.73 ft
0.53 ft
Value Units
1.60
13.00
1475 fpm
31.15 ft/s
40.18 ft/s
94.24 ft/s
64.01 ft
140.00 ft
3.39 gs
170.97
108.27
279.24
25.65 %
5.01 %
53.87 Amps
60.46 Amps
0.65
0.04
7.89 K$

Systems Selected
Value
Radio
JR XP9303
Servos
Hitec HS-5625MG
Battery Type
GP 2000
Number of Cells
17
Motor
Kontronik FUN 600-25
SRM Prop Diameter
16
SRM Prop Pitch
10
RSM Prop Diameter
16
RSM Prop Pitch
11
Gear Ratio
4.2
Control Surface Type
3-Channel
Landing Gear Type
Fixed Gear
Planform
Rectangular
Tail Configuration
Conventional
Weight Statement
Value
Airframe
4.22
Fuselage
1.48
Empennage
0.50
Wing
1.14
Landing Gear
0.75
Fasteners & Wires
0.36
Propulsion System
2.68
Batteries
1.38
Motor & Control
0.97
Propeller & Fuse
0.34
Control System
0.90
Servos
0.17
Linkages
0.32
Receiver & Battery
0.41
Payload System
0.24
Payload
6.00
Safety Margin
1.00
Empty Weight
9.04
Gross Weight
15.04

Units

in
in
in
in

Units
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm
lbm

Table 5.4.1. Final aircraft specifications.
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5.4.1. Drawing Package.
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47

48

49
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5.4.2. Rated Aircraft Cost Calculations. The final aircraft analytically developed during the detail
design process produced a lower RAC than the prototype design. However, the overall characteristics
changed minimally. Changes included a decreased fuselage length and aircraft weight, and an increased
wing area and battery weight.

The new RAC was calculated using the competition-provided RAC

spreadsheet shown in Table 5.4.2.
University:
Team Name:
Advisor Name:
Advisor Signature:
RAC
Empty Weight
9.04
REP
# Engines
1
Battery Weight (lb)
1.4
MFHR
Wing
Subset
Wing #1 Span (in) 89.23
Wing Max Chord (in)
9.37
Wing #2 Span (in)
0.00

Utah State University
Lady Satan
Warren F. Phillips
8.54
1.38

131.86
58.06
Max Length (in)
Max Width (in)
Max Ht (in, w/o landing gear)

Wing Max Chord (in)
0.00
Controls Type, Enter "1" in correct type
Ailerons
0
Flaperons
0
Ailerons+Flaps
0
Ailerons+Spoilers
Ailerons+Flaps+Spoilers

0
0

# verticals w/ no controls
# verticals with controls
# horizontals (any)
V-tail (uncheck all others)

#servos (any function)
#motor controller(s)

Fuselage
Subset
46.08
6.00
9.00
Empennage
Subset
0
1
1
0
Flight
Systems
4
1

28.80

20

25

Table 5.4.2. Rated aircraft cost.
6. Manufacturing Plan
Manufacturability of the aircraft was a consideration throughout the design process. Performance,
RAC, and feasibility were balanced to ensure an optimal design while achieving manufacturability goals.
Several manufacturing processes and techniques were investigated, and analytic methods were used in
process selection, defining milestones, and determining other manufacturing considerations.

A

manufacturing plan for the competition aircraft was also developed.
6.1. Manufacturing Process Screening
Each aircraft component presents manufacturing challenges that require various construction
techniques. The aircraft was divided into the fuselage/empennage, wing, and peripheral components
such as payload release mechanism and landing gear, etc. Various fabrication techniques specific to
each component were researched and assessed for manufacturability.
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6.1.1. Fuselage/Empennage. Fabrication options analyzed for the fuselage/empennage include
fiberglass, balsa sheeted foam, and balsa build-up techniques. The strength requirements and short
optimal aircraft length made the lightweight foam or balsa build-up techniques more practical.
6.1.2. Wing. The low load limit predicted by the analysis had a large effect on the construction
technique for the wing. A full length carbon fiber spar would provide the structural strength needed but
would require greater skill and time to produce.

A spruce and plywood spar with carbon fiber

reinforcements was also investigated. This spar type provides adequate strength without a significant
increase in weight over carbon fiber, and is easier to construct.
6.1.3. Peripheral Components. Reliability was a major concern in choosing the mission specific
components for the design. The payloads, payload release mechanism, and landing gear are critical
components for executing a successful mission. In order to ensure reliability when remotely dropping the
payloads, a compact and sturdy payload release mechanism must be manufactured from strong, yet lightweight materials. Aircraft grade aluminum and plastic, including Delrin, were considered for manufacture
of the payload release mechanism. Since landing gear type and configuration have a great impact on
taxiing performance, several methods of improving ground handling were considered. Manufacturability
studies were performed on all suspension methods, bearing surfaces, and landing gear configurations.
6.2. Figures of Merit
Manufacturing processes were evaluated using figures of merit (FOM) tailored to the design
constraints.

As not all manufacturing considerations are of equal importance, it was vital to determine

weighting factors for the FOM so the competition aircraft could be manufactured with limited time and
manpower. After collaborating with the pilot and other experts, a set of FOM were defined and weighted.
6.2.1. Availability (AV). When optimizing any design, material availability is a deciding factor.
Consideration was also given to accessibility of machinery and tooling required for fabrication processes.
Building the prototype provided an indication of the lead time required to procure parts and materials.
6.2.2. Strength and Reliability (SAR). A lesson learned from previous Utah State University DBF
teams is the importance of a strong, reliable design. Several manufacturing processes were studied and
testing was performed on the prototype to rate reliability and quantify the strength of parts and materials.
6.2.3. Rated Aircraft Cost (RAC). Because RAC is a driving factor in the aircraft optimization, it was
considered before selecting parts or materials for fabrication. There are many ways to reduce the RAC
while maintaining performance and manufacturability, such as reducing weight or the number of servos
required. The methods which promote a lower overall aircraft RAC received a weighting preference.
6.2.4. Actual Cost (AC). Extensive effort went into fund raising, which eased budget constraints.
However, some manufacturing processes were still dismissed due to excessive cost. A budget was
developed for manufacturing the competition aircraft.
6.2.5. Skill Levels and Experience (SLE). Several team members have experience with RC
modeling, creating a precedence for certain manufacturing processes. These processes may require a
higher skill level or more time. Learning curves were estimated for lesser known processes in an effort to
give all fabrication processes a fair probability of selection.
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6.3. Analytic Methods and Manufacturing Process Selections
The FOM listed previously were used to provide a quantitative method for making manufacturing
decisions on an individual component basis. They are listed in order of importance, and are weighted
using values decreasing from three to one.

A rating scale from one to five was used to quantify

manufacturability as seen in Table 6.3.1. Processes that exceed manufacturing goals received a score of
five, and those that failed to satisfy design constraints received a score of one.
Manufacturing Process Cost / Benefit Analysis
Weight Factor
Carbon Fiber I-Beam
Wing Spar
Spruce and Plywood Box Beam
Wood / Carbon Fiber Box beam
Solid Aluminum
Aluminum / Plywood Composite
Wing Joiner
Carbon Fiber Laminate
Plywood Laminate
Foam w/ Balsa Sheeting
Balsa Build-up
Fuselage and
Wing
Fiberglass
Balsa Ribs w/ Carbon Fiber Sheeting
Machined Aluminum
Payload
Machined Delrin
Release
Commercial Mechanisms
Carbon Fiber Composite
Landing Gear
Faired Spring Steel
Suspension
Pneumatic Retracts
Foam Wheels
Wheels
Bushed Rubber Wheels
Un-bushed Rubber Wheels

AV

SAR

3
3
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
3
3
5
3
4
4
4
4
5
4
5

2.5
5
2
4
5
5
4
1
3
3
5
5
4
3
2
5
5
5
1
4
3

RAC AC
2
1.5
5
3
2
5
3
4
2
5
3
4
5
3
4
3
3
3
4
4
3
2
4
2
3
5
4
4
5
2
5
2
3
4
1
1
5
3
3
3
4
3

SLE

1
2
5
5
3
3
2
5
3
5
3
3
2
2
5
2
4
4
4
4
5

TOTAL

38
36.5
39
39
39.5
38.5
35
36
41.5
33.5
35.5
40.5
32.5
35
39.5
40.5
32
36
36.5
40

Table 6.3.1. Component manufacturing process considerations ranked by using process qualifiers of
Availability, Strength And Reliability, RAC, Actual Cost, and Required Skills/Experience.
6.3.1. Fuselage/Empennage. A balsa build-up technique was selected for the design of the aircraft
body due to its low weight and the team’s extensive experience with this process. The fuselage frame will
assume a minimal load since the major stresses occur in the wing-spar joiner. This will allow the fuselage
to be constructed using a single firewall/engine mount, three bulkheads, and four spruce stringers
spanning the length of the aircraft.

The firewall and bulkhead will be cut to shape using a pattern

generated from the solid model and constructed of a balsa core glued between two 1/16 inch plywood
plates. The spruce stringers and other balsa reinforcements will be glued to the bulkheads using a jig,
which will keep the structure square during construction. A mounting block for the empennage will be cut
from balsa to match the contour of the horizontal stabilizer. This block will be glued to the tail and the
assembly will be mounted into the aft spruce stringers using epoxy. The integrated empennage and
fuselage will be covered in balsa sheeting to increase stiffness and help eliminate control reversal due to
aeroelasticity. Finally, the fuselage will be covered with Monokote, which adds strength and durability
while decreasing drag due to skin friction.
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6.3.2. Wing. Since the wing will be aerodynamically twisted, a simple balsa build-up technique is
more viable than using sheeted foam or fiberglass fabrication methods. This technique was successfully
used to build the prototype and will allow each rib cross-section to be manufactured separately to ensure
the correct aerodynamic twist. The spar will be made by gluing plywood webbing and spruce stringers
into a box-beam configuration. Carbon fiber reinforcements and landing gear blocks will then be added.
The ribs will be shaped using 15 unique airfoil patterns placed equidistantly along the wing spar. As the
twist distribution and the leading and trailing edges are critical to the performance of the wing, a jig and
pattern will be used to maintain symmetry. The wing is sheeted with 1/16 in balsa and covered in
Monokote. The mission components will be installed after the wing frame is completed.
6.3.3. Wing Joiner. After comparing the weight and functionality of several wing attachment
schemes, an aluminum/plywood composite spar joiner was chosen for its high strength-to-weight ratio.
The spar joiner will be machined from aluminum and have plywood attached on two sides. The plywood
will be sanded to ensure a snug fit with the wing spar. Two dowels will be mounted on the wings and
corresponding holes will be drilled into the fuselage bulkhead to square and locate the wing at the correct
angle of attack. An aluminum spring-loaded pin connection will be installed in the fuselage and aligned
with two concentric mounting holes located on the trailing edge root of each wing semi-span. This will
secure the trailing edge of the wing to the fuselage and connect the semi-spans.
6.3.4. Mission Components. The aluminum payload release mechanisms will be milled and
attached to balsa blocks fixed to the spar. One payload release mechanism will be installed in the left
wing and coupled with a floating connection in the right wing. This will allow the payloads to be released
independently while enabling quick connection without actuating the servo. A NACA 0023 rotated airfoil
will be made from foam, cut at the point of maximum thickness, and attached to the ends of the PVC
section of the payload. The faired payload will be fiberglassed and cut in half to allow for adjustment of
the payload CG and installation of the mounting plate. The payload halves will be joined together using a
friction fit.

For the landing gear, foam faired spring steel will be used for its favorable suspension

characteristics. Basswood mounting blocks will attach the landing gear to the wing spar and carbon fiber
reinforcement will be added to these segments. Using a jig, the spring steel will be bent to shape. The
axle portion will be machined to provide a smooth bearing surface for the wheels.
6.3.5. Critical Path Planning. Once the manufacturing techniques were chosen, a manufacturing
timeline was needed to determine where potential manufacturing delays might arise. To estimate the
production time required to build the aircraft, an outline was developed for a systematic process of
comparing required skill level estimations with team-members’ experience levels.

Using these

parameters and the known time required to build the prototype, the correlation

3(Required Skill) /( Experienced Personnel + 1)

(6.3.1)

was generated and used in Table 6.3.2 to estimate the fabrication time for the final aircraft. A critical path
tree was then created in order to determine which task path takes priority. The tasks in bold (Table 6.3.2)
lie on the manufacturing critical path. They are marked in red as shown in Fig. 6.3.1.
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Fuselage
Wings
Tail
Final Assembly

Required Skill Level, Experience and
Skill Level Experienced
Step
Labor
Timeline Estimation Matrix
Required
Personnel
Dependency Hours
A Laminate Bulkheads/Fire Wall
5
1
7.5
B Machine all Aircraft Components
4
0
12
C Build Component Mounts/Fixtures
2
3
1.5
D Frame Skeleton
5
1
A
7.5
E Install Fixtures and Components
3
4
B,C,D
1.8
F Fabricate Spar Joiner
2
0
4
G Laminate Spar
4
2
F
6
H Cut and Shape Ribs
3
3
2.25
I Frame Skeleton
5
0
G,H
15
J Install Wing Components
3
2
B,I
3
K Cut Ribs and Stringers
4
3
3
L Frame Skeleton
5
2
K
5
M Build Mounting Block
3
4
L
1.8
N Build / Install Control Surfaces
3
2
L
3
O Mount Landing gear
1
4
J
4.5
P Mount Tail
3
1
E,M
0.6
Q Apply Sheeting
5
4
J,O
3
R Mount Wings
4
3
Q
3
S Monokote Aircraft
5
4
O,P,Q
3
T Build Payloads
4
4
2.4
U Attach Payload Hatch
2
9
R,S,T
0.6
V Install Component Linkages
3
5
R,N,U
1.5
Table 6.3.2. Skill level matrix for all major manufacturing processes chosen for final design.

Figure 6.3.1. Manufacturing timeline including critical path spanning tree, total fabrication time, and
elapsed time estimates for all major manufacturing steps.
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6.3.6. Actual Cost Estimates. As previously mentioned, it is necessary to adhere to a budget for
manufacturing the competition aircraft. A detailed list of cost estimates for all aircraft materials was
compiled to ensure that the aircraft costs will not exceed the allotted funds. A summary of the major
components from the actual cost list is shown in Table 6.3.3.
System
Control
Systems

Propulsion

Payloads

Structural
Construction

Miscellaneous

Component
Landing Gear
Receiver Battery
Receiver
Servos
Motor
Battery Pack
Speed Controller
Motor Mount
3 in PVC Pipe
Fiber Glass
Mounting Brackets
1/16 Balsa Sheets
Spruce
1/16 in Plywood
1/8 in Plywood
Brake
Electrical Wire
Control Wire
CA Glue
CA Dryer
Monokote
Epoxy
Hardware
Control Horns
Control Rods
Exacto Knives
Saw Blades

Unit Cost $
20.00
32.00
160.00
30.00
199.00
149.00
120.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
0.97
1.40
7.04
11.70
42.00
5.00
1.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
10.00
15.00
7.00
5.00
6.00
6.00

Number of Units
N/A
1
1
5
1
1
1
2
20
1
2
50
20
5
5
1
5
6
2
2
1
1
N/A
1
1
1
2
Total =

Total $
20.00
32.00
160.00
150.00
199.00
149.00
120.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
48.50
28.00
35.20
58.50
42.00
25.00
6.00
16.00
20.00
12.00
10.00
15.00
7.00
5.00
6.00
12.00
$1,221.20

Table 6.3.3. Cost estimate chart for major manufacturing materials and components.
6.4. Manufacturing Milestones
Following the manufacturing plan will be essential to meeting contest deadlines. To allow sufficient
time for validation testing of the competition aircraft, a Gantt chart (Fig. 6.4.1) was developed to schedule
important manufacturing milestones.
7. Testing Plan
Testing was executed in order to verify the analyses performed and to identify the necessary changes
in the mathematical models and manufacturing processes. Testing plans were developed to ensure that
structural limits, electronic equipment, propulsion and ground handling characteristics, and flight
performance of the aircraft were acceptable and in agreement with the results of the analyses. Each
element tested would either be accepted or would result in a change in analysis and design.
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Figure 6.4.1. Manufacturing timeline.

7.1. Test Objectives and Schedule
Testing was performed on various components to ensure proper operation and to determine
operational limits and peak operating conditions. An overview of component and system testing as well
as actual or projected dates of completion are given in Table 7.1.1.

Component
Wing
Twisterons
Landing Gear
Payloads
Aircraft
Wing Release

Testing Performed or Intended
Built wings using different methods, then tested each wing to failure while
measuring the load. Applied a 4-g static load to wing tips to test strength.
Built twisterons and tested their ability to twist.
Conducted a taxi test with one external payload to ensure that the landing
gear were sufficiently spaced to allow aircraft stability.
Weighed the payloads and measured the CG location.
Tested the payload release mechanism to ensure functionality.
Weighed the aircraft and measured the CG location for configurations of
internal, external, and no payloads.
Tested the wing release mechanism to ensure the ease and speed of
disassembly of the aircraft.

Date
11/10/04
10/20/04
02/05/05
02/05/05
01/29/05
01/10/05
02/02/05
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Component
Fuse

Testing Performed or Intended
Measured the time until various fuses blew at 40 amps. Simulated
mission conditions by vibrating loaded fuse.
Motor
With no propeller on the motor, measured the no-load current of the motor
(at full-throttle) for each battery pack.
Measured the amperage, voltage, and rpm of the motor and used a
surface fit to extract the internal resistance and the voltage constant, Kv.
Ran a propeller on the motor at various speeds to obtain the motor torque
for prediction of motor efficiency.
Battery
Measured voltage at various current levels and used a linear fit to extract
the no-load voltage and internal resistance of various cell types.
Operated the aircraft until the speed controller shut down the motor, then
measured the current that was required to fully recharge the battery.
Pitot Tube
Exposed the pitot tube to known freestream velocities and calibrated the
signal processing based on the data.
Accelerometer Exposed the accelerometer to an acceleration and noted the response.
Current Sensor Placed a wire with a known current through the loop of the current sensor
and measured the output of the current sensor.
A/D Converter Applied different voltages to the inputs, and ensured the appropriate
ASCII value was received.
Circuitry
Placed within hardware program to pass certain data. Ensured the data
was passed correctly.
Transmitter/
Transmitted the word “<ABACOM>” and received “<ABACOM>” on the
Receiver
computer screen. Multiple indoor and outdoor tests.

Date
01/24/05–
01/29/05
02/07/05–
02/11/05
02/07/05–
02/11/05
02/23/05
02/07/05–
02/16/05
02/20/05–
02/23/05
12/22/04
12/22/04
12/22/04
01/17/05–
01/21/05
01/17/05–
01/21/05
01/24/05–
02/19/05

Table 7.1.1. Tests performed and completion dates.
7.2. Flight Test Objectives and Schedule
A flight plan, shown in Table 7.2.1, was developed for each iteration of the aircraft to ensure safe,
capable flight of the missions. The spinner was removed for certain flights in order to analyze its effects.
When to Test What to Test
Before 1st
Ground handling characteristics
Flight
1st Flight
1.Control surface response and
radio transmission
2. Stall at safe altitude
3. Aggravated stall at safe altitude
4. Landing stresses
2nd Flight
3rd Flight with
Internal
Payloads

4th Flight with
External
Payloads

Pass Criteria (Based on Pilot Judgement)
Must be sufficient to taxi and take off safely and
consistently
Be competitively controllable

Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
Land without sustaining damage to landing gear
or other parts of the aircraft
5. Aggressive turns at safe altitude Exhibit sustainable, controlled flight just past
required bank angle
6. Stall at safe altitude
Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
7. Aggravated stall at safe altitude Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
8. Landing stresses
Land without sustaining damage to landing gear
or other parts of the aircraft
9. Aggressive turns at safe altitude Exhibit sustainable, controlled flight just past
required bank angle
10. Stall at safe altitude
Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
11. Aggravated stall at safe altitude Show appropriate behavior/recovery in stall
12. Landing stresses
Land without sustaining damage to landing gear
or other parts of the aircraft
13. Aggressive turns at safe
Exhibit sustainable, controlled flight just past
altitude
required bank angle
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When to Test What to Test
After Step 13. 14. Takeoff distance
Lay out the
*at 4617 ft elevation
course
15. Course time, SRM
16. Course time, RSM
17. Aircraft disassembly time
With Electrical 18a. Velocity profile, SRM
Components
18b. Current usage profile, SRM
18c. Wing loading, SRM
19a. Velocity profile, RSM
19b. Current usage profile, RSM
19c. Wing loading, RSM
20. SRM without spinner

Performance
Comparison A
Performance 21. RSM without spinner
Comparison B

Pass Criteria (Based on Pilot Judgement)
Take off in less than:
163 ft—SRM* 165 ft—RSM*
Complete course—compare to flight simulation
results, 298 s or 4 min 58 s.
Complete course—compare to flight simulation
results, 364 s or 6 min 4 s.
Compare to flight simulation input, 71 s.
Compare entry, exit, and average velocities for
maneuvers to flight simulation results
Compare current usage to flight simulation results
Compare g-loading to design criterion
Compare entry, exit, and average velocities for
maneuvers to flight simulation results
Compare current usage to flight simulation results
Compare g-loading to design criterion
Difference in flight time:
Is battery capacity sufficient?:
Difference in flight time:
Is battery capacity sufficient?:

Table 7.2.1. Flight criteria checklist.
7.2.1. Flight Checklist. A checklist was created for the preflight walk-around of the aircraft. This
checklist was created to ensure safety as well as good performance in flight. The steps of the checklist
are tabulated in Table 7.2.2. The steps are outlined so as to start at the nose of the aircraft, with the
aircraft lying inverted, in the position for wing attachment.
Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Aircraft Component and Action to Ensure Correct Functionality
Before turning the aircraft on its back, ensure the batteries are turned off
Ensure propeller bolt is firmly attached
Ensure propeller spinner is firmly attached
Visually inspect the propeller for damage
Ensure the nose gear is firmly attached
Ensure the motor is firmly attached by applying force to the propeller shaft
Ensure the wings are firmly attached
Ensure the wheel collars are tight and the main gear is firmly attached
Twist the left wing tip—visually inspect the wing for any cracks or other damage
Ensure the left wing’s control surface hinges are firmly attached (for prototype only)
Check all linkages on the lower surface of the left wing
Ensure the wing pin is locked in place
Ensure that the tail’s control surface deflects properly
Ensure that all the keepers are installed
Close all clevises so they will not open in flight
Ensure there is no play in the control horn linkages
Ensure the left wing’s control surface hinges are firmly attached (for prototype only)
Move tips of the tail up and visually inspect for cracks
Twist the right wing tip—visually inspect the wing for any cracks or other damage
Check all linkages on the lower surface of the right wing
Turn the aircraft upright and turn the batteries on
Ensure the brake is working correctly

Check

Table 7.2.2. Preflight walk-around and checklist.
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7.3. Summary of Test Results and Lessons Learned
After each test, an analysis was performed to judge whether the results were acceptable and what
changes, if necessary, needed to be made. Some of the lessons learned required design changes before
a successful flight could take place. The test results and lessons learned are shown in Table 7.3.1.
Test
Fuse Testing
Motor Testing

Battery Testing

Ground
Handling
Control Surface
Response

Test Results and Lessons Learned
Selected fuses will function properly at 40 amps for the duration of the flight.
Manufacturers’ no-load current is accurate. Gearbox mounted on the motor
increases no-load current significantly—simulation altered to reflect increase.
Manufacturers’ Kv value is conservative—simulation altered to reflect true value.
Manufacturers resistance is conservative. Internal resistance of the motor is much
larger than advertised—simulation altered to reflect true value.
No load voltage of batteries and internal resistance of batteries is similar to what was
reported by FlyDMA. Simulation altered to accurately report how much energy
batteries have available before speed controller shuts the motor down.
Nose gear steering was too sensitive at high speeds—damage was sustained to the
servo. A castor and less sensitive steering control were integrated.
Greater vertical surface area was needed on the tail to maintain yaw stability in the
air and improve ground handling for takeoff.
Due to the need for greater vertical surface area, the complexity and weight of
mechanically mixing the V-tail rudder controls for the nose gear, and the
inefficiencies inherent with a V-tail, a conventional tail was chosen for final design.
Table 7.3.1. Test results and lessons learned.
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